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This paper presents some fundamental properties of independent and-par-
allelism and extends its applicability by enlarging the class of goals eligible 
for parallel execution. A simple model of (independent) and-parallel ex-
ecution is proposed and issues of correctness and efficiency discussed in 
the light of this model. Two conditions, "strict" and "non-strict" inde-
pendence, are defined and then proved sufficient to ensure correctness and 
efñciency of parallel execution: if goals which meet these conditions are ex-
ecuted in parallel the solutions obtained are the same as those produced by 
standard sequential execution. Also, in absence of failure, the parallel proof 
procedure does not genérate any additional work (with respect to s tandard 
SLD-resolution) while the actual execution t ime is reduced. Finally, in case 
of failure of any of the goals no slow down will occur. For strict indepen-
dence the results are shown to hold independently of whether the parallel 
goals execute in the same environment or in sepárate environments. In ad-
dition, a formal basis is given for the automatic compile-time generation of 
independent and-parallelism: compile-time conditions to efficiently check 
goal independence at run-time are proposed and proved sufficient. Also, 
rules are given for constructing simpler conditions if information regarding 
the binding context of the goals to be executed in parallel is available to 
the compiler. 
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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 

There has been significant interest (e.g. see [11], [22], [26], [8], [3], [5], [21], [27], 
[37], [38] and their references) in parallel execution models for logic programs which 
exploit independent and-parallelism. This type of parallelism appears to have (in 
common with or-paral lel ism- see [34] and its references for several models exploiting 
such parallelism) the very desirable characteristics of offering performance improve-
ments through the use of parallelism, while at the same time preserving the conven-
tional semantics of logic programs. However, while the correctness and potential for 
performance improvements of or-parallelism follows directly from the independence 
of the different proofs involved, results for (independent) and-parallelism are less 
obvious and have so far not been formally shown: there has been a need for a formal 
definition of goal independence and of the parallel proof procedure to be used for 
the execution of such goals. Also, results regarding the correctness and efficiency 
of such procedure have been missing. This paper a t tempts to fill such gaps. By 
correctness we refer to a combined notion of soundness and completeness of the 
parallel execution with respect to the s tandard sequential execution - i.e. to the 
preservation of the answer set. By efficiency, we refer to a property of the parallel 
execution model that determines that some performance advantage with respect to 
the sequential model is ensured. The importance of determining the correctness of 
any execution model is obvious. It is our view that efficiency results are equally 
important for a parallel execution model, since the fundamental objective of such 
a model is to reduce execution t ime. 

Parallelism is herein understood to refer to the simultaneous execution of a num-
ber of sequences of resolutions by different computing agents. Exploiting parallelism 
then ideally means taking a computation, splitting it into "independent" threads as 
determined by some notion of dependency (i.e. building a dependency graph), and 
assigning these threads to different computing agents (both the partit ioning and 
the agent assignment can be performed statically and/or dynamically). The need 
to introduce sequentialization of certain parts as determined by some criterion of 
dependency arises in order to preserve the correctness with respect to the sequen
tial execution and also to ensure some notion of efficiency. In this paper we will 
relate the traditional concept of independence used in the aforementioned work on 
independent and-parallelism, which we will now cali "strict" goal independence, to 
this objective, showing in which cases this dependency rule is sufficient to preserve 
the amount of work done by the sequential execution. This preservation trivially 
guarantees speedup if scheduling and communication overheads are ignored since 
simultaneous execution of the elements of a parti t ion of a fixed amount of work 
is clearly guaranteed to result in a smaller total execution t ime than executing it 
sequentially. 

As we will see, and due to the inherent non-determinism of logic programs, 
guaranteeing strict preservation of the amount of sequential work during parallel 
execution can be difficult in practice and in any case greatly limit parallelism. In 
fact, strict preservation of the amount of work is not really required in practice: 
intuitively it is sufficient to guarantee that in no case the parallel execution result in 
a longer execution t ime than that expected by the programmer with the sequential 
execution in mind. We show that this fundamental property, which we will cali the 
"no slowdown" property, always holds for strictly independent goals, independently 
of whether they have solutions or not. Furthermore, we go beyond the traditional 



concept of strict independence and propose the more relaxed notion of "non-strict 
independence", showing that the correctness and efficiency (i.e. no slowdown) re-
sults also hold for this type of independence. Intuitively, this new concept considers 
goals independent not just if they do not share variables, but also if they do not 
compete for the bindings of any shared variables that might exist. This allows 
the parallel execution of a much larger class of goals and significantly extends the 
applicability of independent and-parallelism implementation technology. 

Finally, while goal independence can obviously be checked at run-time, this 
checking can involve significant overhead. If an objective of the parallel system 
is the automatic generation of parallelism (and/or the verification of user annota-
tions for correctness), it is important to be able, at compile-time, to either identify 
unconditional goal independence, or construct correct and suíBcient conditions for 
efñcient detection of such independence at run-time. This has to be done under 
realistic assumptions about the binding information available to (or obtainable by) 
the compiler. This paper proposes efñcient algorithms for compile-time generation 
of run-time checkable independence conditions for both strict (and, to a lesser ex-
tent) non-strict independence and proves them suíBcient. It also shows how local 
and global binding information can be used to minimize such conditions. 

These results are of direct practical application to áreas such as the automatic 
compile-time generation of &-Prolog's Conditional Graph Expressions (CGEs) for 
controlling independent/restricted and-parallelism [18, 11] and reasoning about the 
correctness and efficiency of the bit-vector method of Lin and Kumar [27], the SDDA 
approach of Chang et al. [5], the Conditional Dependency Graphs and EGE genera
tion rules of Jacobs and Langen [23], the stability rules of AKL and the underlying 
Extended Andorra Model [17], and other approaches based on independent-and-
parallelism, as shown in Section 3.7. 

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: in Section 2 we present a simple 
framework for the parallel independent execution of goals and reason about its 
correctness and efficiency, providing the intuitions and basic results on which the 
notions of independence to be subsequently defined are based. In Section 3 strict 
goal independence is defined, and the correctness and efficiency of running in par
allel strictly independent goals is shown. In sections 3.3 and 3.5 two sets of efficient 
conditions for checking strict goal independence are proposed and proved correct, 
corresponding to the cases in which the goals to be run in parallel are considered in 
isolation or, respectively, as part of a program. Finally, non-strict independence is 
defined in Section 4 as a relaxation of the concept of strict independence. The cor
responding properties are then proved and independence conditions are also given. 
The special and important cases of clauses which have existential variables and 
negative goals are treated respectively in Sections 3.6 and 4.4. Finally, in Section 6 
we present our conclusions and suggest how the ideas and results of this paper can 
be extended to other more general frameworks (like CLP [25]), and how they can 
also be applied at a finer granularity level to achieve more parallelism. 

2. A S I M P L E F R A M E W O R K F O R I N D E P E N D E N T P A R A L L E L R E S O L U -
T I O N 

We introduce an execution framework, which is similar to the usual sequential 
one in logic programming (given by SLD-resolution [28]), but where some of the 



goals can be independently run in parallel. The intuitive idea behind this parallel 
execution iramework can be described as follows: parti t ion the given resolvent so 
as to obtain some new parallel (sub)resolvents, each one associated with one of 
the independent goals, and a remaining part , execute the parallel resolvents in 
independent environments, and then embed the information gathered from such 
executions into the remaining part . Although such a framework is certainly not the 
most general one possible for describing and-parallel execution of goals, since only 
independent executions of the whole proof trees associated with the given goals are 
handled, it is nevertheless sufficient for our purposes. Because of practical reasons 
we will also consider, however, a slight variation of this framework where a similar 
partit ioning into subresolvents is performed, but the execution of the subresolvents 
occurs in a shared binding environment. We will show that in our framework these 
two situations are in fact equivalent. It is certainly interesting and useful to devise 
more general execution frameworks which may allow parallel executions to affect 
each other and more flexible synchronization of goals [35]. In Section 6 we will 
argüe that in fact it is possible to transfer our results to many such frameworks by 
simply applying the ideas that we will present at a different level of granularity. 

Two main changes to the sequential framework are required in order to obtain 
the parallel framework outlined above: 

• the usual sequential SLD-resolution proof procedure at each step selects only 
one goal in the current resolvent. Obviously, if we want to run some of the 
goals in this resolvent in parallel we have to allow the selection of more than 
one goal. 

• in the sequential framework the result of the execution of one of the goals 
is made "visible" to the other goals by the usual notion of composition of 
substitutions. As we will show, such a notion is not always sufficient to 
express the combination of the results of the independent parallel execution 
of two or more goals. Thus we need to treat the case of parallel composition 
of substitutions specially. 

Let us now describe more precisely the sequential and the parallel frameworks. 
The notation we will use throughout the paper follows that of Lloyd [28] and Apt 
[1, 2]. Moreover, in the following we consider only idempotent substitutions. 

Assume that at some point of the execution G = {g\, . . ., gn)9 is the current re
solvent. The sequential SLD-resolution proof procedure with left-to-right selection 
rule would 

• execute g\9 obtaining the answer substitution 9\ (the corresponding global 
substitution being 99\), 

• execute g2@@i, obtaining 9'¿ (respectively 99\9'¿), 
• execute g-z99\9'¿, obtaining 9% {99\6*2^3), 
• . . . 

and so on until the execution of all the goals in G. Note that "executing g\9v is 
normally understood as referring to the resolution of g\ and its descendants in G 
until they are all resolved and g'¿ appears as the leftmost goal in G. Alternatively 
and equivalently, and for convenience when comparing to the parallel framework, 
we will think of "executing g\9" as if executing a resolvent containing only g\ with 
the substitution 9 applied to it. Then 9\ represents the composition of all the most 
general unifiers ("m.g.u.") appearing in the resolution of g\9 and its descendants. 



In any case note that 99\ represents the same substitution as would be obtained in 
the traditional framework, and that therefore both are equivalent. 

In this framework the composition of substitutions is formally defined as follows 
(see [2]): consider two substitutions 9 and r¡. Then, for any term t, 9r¡(i) = r¡(9(i)). 

If, in contrast, we want to run some of the goals in parallel, say <¡r¿ and g¡ (the 
extensión to more than two goals is straightforward), one possible execution scheme 
for G could be the following: 

• parti t ion G into the resolvents 

- G i = («/,•)<?, 
- G2 = (gj)0, 
~ G3 = (gi,..., 0 ¿ _ i , £ f ¿ + i , . . .,gj-i,gj+í,... ,gn), 

• execute G\ and G'¿ in parallel obtaining the answer substitutions 9\ and 9'¿ 
respectively, 

• apply the "parallel composition" of 9, 9\, and 9'¿ obtaining 9', 
• execute G3Í?'. 

where we also assume that the new variables introduced during the renaming steps 
in the parallel execution of G\ and G2 belong to disjoint sets. 

With this parallel framework in mind, we can réstate our objective more precisely 
than in Section 1: we strive to run in parallel as many goals as possible within the 
framework presented while maintaining correctness and efñciency with respect to 
the sequential execution. In other words, we assume that the answers obtained 
by the sequential execution (with a left-to-right selection rule) correspond to the 
intended model of the program, and that we would like to preserve such answers 
in the parallel execution while improving on the t ime taken to obtain them by 
the sequential execution, i.e. we would like to obtain the answers possibly in a 
shorter t ime, but certainly not in longer t ime, thus ensuring that the "no slowdown" 
property introduced in Section 1 holds (throughout the paper we use the concept 
of "time" to refer to the number of steps in an execution). 

2.1. Corred Parallel Composition 

One issue that must be taken into account is how the abstract notion of "parallel 
composition" is defined. In fact, if we use the above described standard (sequen
tial) composition of substitutions we may obtain incorrect results, as shown by the 
following example. Consider the resolvent 
:- p(x),q(x). 

and the following definition of p and q: 
p(a). 

In this case, the sequential execution framework first executes p(x), returning 
{x I a) and the new resolvent :- q(x){x j'a}, i.e. :- q(a), whose execution fails, thus 
making the whole given resolvent fail. On the other hand, the parallel execution 
framework executes in parallel p(x) and q(x), returning {x/a} and {x/b} respec
tively. Note now that the composition of {x/a} and {x/b} is, according to the 
definition in [28, 1, 2], the substitution {x/a}. Thus we obtain a different answer. 
In this simple example it is easy to realize that the problem is due to the sharing of 
the variable x which both the p and q goals try to instantiate. However, incorrect 



answers can be obtained even when there is no conflicting binding for the shared 
variables. Let us consider the following example, where we have the resolvent 
:- P(x,y),q(y) 
and the following definitions of p and q: 
p(z,z). 
q(a). 
If we run p(x,y) and q(y) sequentially, we first execute p(x,y) returning 6p = 
{x/z,y/z}, and then we execute q(y)Op, i.e q(z), returning 9q = {z/a}. Thus, 
in the end, we obtain the substitution 6 = 9p9q = {x/a,y/a, z/a}. If we now 
execute p(x,y) and q(y) in parallel, we obtain 6p from the execution of p(x,y), 
and 6' = {y/a} from the execution of q(y), thus ending with their composition 
6p6' = {xIz,y/z} or 0'6p = {y/a,x/z} as final substitution, that is obviously 
different from the 6 obtained from the sequential execution, and thus again an 
incorrect result. 

One possible way to avoid the possibility of such incorrect results is to adapt the 
definition of composition of substitutions to the cases when we have to compose 
the results of some parallel executions. More precisely, the definition of "parallel 
composition" could be as follows: consider again two substitutions 6 and r¡, and 
their representations as sets of equations, E(9) and E(r¡). Then, given any term t, 
their parallel composition is 9 o r¡(i) = mgu(E(9) U E(r¡))(t). 

In the first of the examples above, this new definition would fail while computing 
the composition of {x/a} and {x/b}, because there is no m.g.u. for x = a and x = b. 
Thus the results of the sequential and the parallel execution would be the same. 

In the second example, the composition of {x/z,y/z} and {y/a} would be 
computed, according to the new definition, to be mgu({x / z, y/z} U {y/a}) = 
{x/a, y/a, z/a}. Thus, again the answer substitutions of the sequential and the 
parallel execution coincide. 

2.2. A Parallel Framework using Standard Composition 

It is interesting to note that if var(9) fl var(r¡) = 0, then mgu(E(9) U E(r¡))(t) = 
r¡(9(i)), i.e. (6or))(t). In other words, parallel composition coincides with sequential 
composition when the goals to be run in parallel do not share any variable. In fact, if 
two goals share no variables, then also their answer substitutions share no variables. 
This observation is relevant, since the adoption of a new definition of composition 
would require a revisión of well known results in logic programming, which rely 
on the standard definition. Since this is beyond the scope of this paper, we will 
instead adopt a different but equivalent approach herein: we will transform any set 
of goals to be executed in parallel into one where no variables are shared, in such 
a way that soundness (with respect to the given resolvent) is preserved, generality 
is not sacrificed, and the usual definition of composition, with all the well-known 
results which follow from it, can be used. 

The transformation that we consider involves eliminating any shared variables 
in goals which are to be executed in parallel by renaming all their occurrences (so 
that no two occurrences in different goals have the same ñame), and adding some 
unification goals to reestablish the lost links. More precisely: 

Definition 2.1. [renaming transformation] A renaming transformation, applied to 
a sequence of goals G = g\, . . ., gn, and a substitution 6, is a rewriting of G into 



the sequence G' = g'i, . . .,g'n,R, defined as follows. Let occ(x,g) be the set of 
all occurrences of variable x in goal g. Let x denote any variable shared by two 
or more g¡9, and let gx9 denote the leftmost goal containing that x. Each g¡ is 
a renaming of g¡9 such that for every x, all the occurrences of x are renamed 
except those contained in gx9 and the renaming is performed in such a way that , 
for every g¡, all the occurrences of x in occ(x,gi9) have the same ñame and, 
given g\ and g'j, the occurrences of x in occ(x,gi9) have a ñame different from 
the ñame of those in occ(x, gjff). R is the sequence of goals formed by all goals 
of the form x = x' for every new variable x' introduced in the renaming process 
of x. 

Example 2.1. Consider the collection of goals (r(x, z, x), s(x,w,z), p(x,y), q(y)) 
in a resolvent (we consider 9 already applied to the goals). According to the 
definition of renaming transformation, we will write this new collection of goals 
as follows: 
r(x, z, x), s(x', w, z'),p(x", y), q(y'), x = x', x = x", y = y', z = z'. 

Note that in the case of only two given goals, every shared variable introduces 
one new variable, while in the general case it can introduce as many new variables 
as the number of goals in which it occurs, minus one. 

Goals of the form x = x' above are called "back-binding" goals, and are related 
to the back-unification goals defined in [26], and the closed environment concept of 
[8]. Note that the new resolvent is logically equivalent to the given one since the 
unification goals simply make some bindings explicit. 

Let us consider again the two examples above. In the first one, after the trans
formation we would have 
:- p(x), q(x'), x = x'. 
p(a). 
3(6). 

Thus the parallel execution of p(x) and q(x') produces {x/a} and {x'/b}, whose 
composition is (usual definition) {x/a, x'/b}. After that , we are left with the resol
vent :- (x = x'){x / a, x'/b}, i.e. :- a = b, which fails, as in the sequential execution. 

For the other example, we have: 
:- P(x,y),q(y'),y = y'. 
p(z,z). 
q(a). 

Here the parallel execution oip(x,y) and q(y') produces {x/z,y/z} and {y'/a}, 
whose composition is (usual definition) {x/z,y/z,y'/a}. After that , we execute 
the resolvent :- (y = y'){x / z,y/ z,y' / a}, i.e. :- (z = a), which returns {z/a}. Thus 
the final answer substitution is the composition of {x/z,y/z,y'/a} and {z/a}, i.e. 
{x/a, y/a, y'/a, z/a}, which coincides with the answer substitution obtained by the 
sequential execution (if projected on the same variables). 

Thus, for the rest of this paper, we will use the above described renaming trans
formation whenever we want to execute in parallel goals which share variables. 
Therefore, the parallel execution framework proposed at the beginning of this sec-
tion is now transformed as follows: 

Given a resolvent G = {g\, . . ., gn)9 and the knowledge that g¡9 and g¡9 are to 



be executed in parallel the following steps are to be performed: 

• Apply the renaming transformation to grf, gj6. 
• Assuming that the result of the renaming transformation above is g¡,g'-,R 

construct the following resolvents: 

- G i = (<,<), 

- G2 = (g>), 

- G3 = R, 
- G4 = (gi,..., 0 ¿ _ i , £ f ¿ + i , . . .,gj-i,gj+í,... ,gn). 

• Execute G\ and G'¿ in parallel. 
• Assuming 9\ and 62 are the answer substitutions obtained in the previous 

step, execute G 36162-
• Assuming 63 is the answer substitution obtained in the previous step, execute 

G40610203-

In the above it is assumed that the new variables introduced during the renaming 
steps in the parallel execution of G\ and G2 belong to disjoint sets. Also, note that 
the parallel framework can be applied recursively within the execution of G\ and 
G'i in order to allow nested parallelism. 

It is important to say at this point that , while the framework just proposed can 
handle the parallel execution of non-consecutive goals, in this paper we will always 
consider collections of consecutive goals. The reason for this will become obvious 
in the following sections. However, it may be informally justified by saying that 
the choice of the collection of goals to run in parallel is usually made so as to meet 
certain requirements (like correctness and efBciency, as we will see later), and that 
it is much easier to check such requirements if the goals are consecutive. 

As a final observation, note that in the parallel execution framework G\ and G2 
are assumed to execute in different environments and 9\ and 62 remain sepárate. 
From a practical point of view this quite accurately reflects the actual situation in 
distributed implementations of independent and-parallelism [8]. However, in mod-
els designed for shared addressing space machines the goals executing in parallel 
generally share a single binding environment (e.g. [21, 18, 27]). Note, however, tha t 
after the renaming transformation no variables are ever shared among the resol
vents being executed in parallel. Thus, bindings performed during the execution of 
one of these resolvents cannot be "seen" by the other and vice-versa. Therefore, in 
practice the latter situation is essentially identical to that of sepárate environments 
and both types of implementation can be seen as equivalent when implementing the 
renaming transformation framework described in this section. In fact, although in-
troducing the shared variable renaming transformation has been justified from the 
point of view of allowing the use of the s tandard composition of substitutions, the 
isolation of environments resulting from such renaming transformation is of prac
tical importance and an additional powerful reason to perform the transformation, 
as will be shown later. 

2.3. Failure Handling 

An important issue which remains to be discussed is how failure is handled in 
the parallel framework. Note that in the sequential framework (with depth-first 
search rule) a failure means simply returning to the last point where a choice was 



made and taking an alternative branch of the proof tree. In the parallel framework 
this still holds within the execution of each of the resolvents being considered. A 
special case occurs however when no answer can be found for one of the resolvents 
being executed in parallel (G\ or G2). The framework assumes that at such a 
point all the computation associated with the other resolvent (respectively G'¿ or 
G\) is interrupted and control returns to the last choice point before the parallel 
execution of G\ and G'i- If it is the execution of G3 or G4 that has no solutions 
then the standard backtracking algorithm is used, with the choice points of G2 being 
considered in reverse order and before those of G\, as in the sequential execution. 
However, when returning to a choice point in G\, two alternatives are possible 
[22]. In the first one, referred to as "point-backtracking", first the next solution 
for G\ is computed and then, after it is found, G2 is restarted. In the second one, 
referred to as "streak-backtracking", execution of G2 is (re)started in parallel with 
the computation of the next solution for G\. This allows more parallelism but also 
has a greater potential for performing unnecessary work. In the following we will 
assume "point-backtracking". 

It should be noted that in the framework proposed if there is more than one 
successful branch in the search tree of G\, G2 is recomputed for each such branch, 
as in the sequential model [22]. A possible alternative to this failure rule implies 
gathering all possible answers for G\ and all possible answers for G2 when running 
them in parallel, thus computing each such answer only once [26, 16]. Failure be-
havior (i.e. if one of the two goals has no solutions) would imply interrupting the 
parallel computation of the other goal and returning to the first choice point before 
the parallel conjunction. Both of these approaches have their merits and draw-
backs. The former allows easier implementation and requires less memory, since 
only one binding environment needs to be kept at each point in t ime. The latter 
sometimes allows saving computation. In practice a non-recomputing behavior can 
be implemented in a system which uses recomputation through the use of "all solu
tions" predicates. Throughout the paper we will generally assume the framework as 
proposed in this section, i.e. using recomputation, because it represents the worst 
case regarding generation of additional work and thus the results obtained bound 
those applicable to the "non-recomputing" versión of the framework. However, 
we will also present more specific results for both models in some cases where the 
differences are of special interest. 

2Jf. Correctness Issues 

As mentioned before, by correctness we refer herein to a combined notion of sound-
ness and completeness of the parallel execution with respect to the s tandard se
quential execution - i.e. to the preservation of the answer set. We recall tha t if the 
goals to be run in parallel share variables then they will be renamed to eliminate 
the sharing before their parallel execution. Thus the correctness comparison should 
be between that of the sequential execution of the goals and that of the parallel 
execution of their renamed versions, plus the execution of the back-binding goals. 

If the goals that are executed in parallel are "puré" and they do not fail then 
the parallel execution framework described at the end of the previous section is 
obviously sound with respect to the sequential one, due to the equivalence of the 
resolvent after the renaming transformation, and to the use of the s tandard compo-
sition of substitutions. If failure occurs it is also obvious that soundness is preserved: 



within each resolvent, execution proceeds in the same way as in the sequential model 
(if nested parallelism occurs, then the algorithm is applied recursively and its cor-
rectness also follows by induction). In the special case in which no answer can be 
found for G\, execution is also identical to that of the sequential framework, except 
for discarding G'i- This is clearly sound since G2 would not be executed at all in 
the sequential framework. If no answer can be found for G2 then, since due to the 
renaming transformation it has no variables in common with G\, it is clear that no 
solution would be found for G2 in the sequential execution either and independently 
of G\. In fact, given that the goals in G2 in the sequential execution could only 
have been more instantiated and since G2 contains only puré goals the sequential 
execution would also have failed. Thus, it is correct to discard G\ and backtrack to 
the previous choice point before G\ and G'i- Thus, the execution model proposed 
is sound for puré goals. 

On the other hand, completeness (again with respect to the sequential frame
work) is not preserved. In fact, the transformation may in general turn a finite 
behavior into an infinite behavior. Consider for example: :- p(x), q(x). 
p(a). 
3(6):- 3(6). 

<?(«)•_ 
In this case the sequential execution terminates in finite t ime with answer substi-
tution {x/a}. The proposed renaming transformation of the resolvent would result 
in 
:- p(x), q(x'), x = x'. 
The parallel execution loops infinitely. Thus, it is clear that only certain classes 
of goals can be parallelized while preserving completeness and that some sufficient 
conditions will have to be found in order to identify such goals. To this end it is 
important to note that the leftmost goal (i.e., p(x)) binds the shared variable x 
in the sequential execution and therefore prunes the search space of the rightmost 
goal, and that the rewriting prevents this pruning from happening. Furthermore, 
the rightmost goal also binds the shared variable, possibly to a difierent valué. 

Furthermore, programs in practice often contain extra-logical predicates and this 
causes additional problems, so that not only completeness but even soundness may 
be affected. Two extra-logical predicates of interest are var/í and ! (cui). Consider 
the following example: 
:- p(x),q(x,y). 
p(a). 
q(x,y):- var(x),\,y = a. 
q{x,y)-- y = b. 
Again, the proposed renaming transformation of the resolvent would result in 
:- p(x),q(x',y),x = x'. 
and the parallel execution would succeed with {x/a, y/a} while the sequential exe
cution would succeed with {x/a,y/b}. Thus, it is clear that only certain classes of 
impure goals can be parallelized while preserving soundness and further conditions 
will have to be found in order to identify such goals. 

Finally, another class of goals whose parallel execution can créate difierences in 
observed behavior with respect to the sequential execution are those containing 
side effects such as, for example, inpu t /ou tpu t predicates. For simplicity, and since 
this subject has been treated at length elsewhere [13, 30, 6] and the solutions are 
orthogonal and compatible with those presented herein, we will consider it outside 



the scope of this paper. Alternatively, the preservation of side effect behavior in 
parallel execution could also be considered as an additional constraint on the class 
goals which can be executed in parallel which would yield different parallelization 
conditions from those that will be proposed herein. 

2.5. Efficiency Issues 

Preserving correctness is not sufficient in general, since we will be interested also in 
the issue of efficiency of the parallel execution. As mentioned in the introduction, 
efñciency can be understood at two levéis: one is preservation of the amount of work, 
which ensures speedup (modulo scheduling and communication overheads). The 
other, more lax, requirement is to simply ensure that the "no slowdown" property 
holds, i.e. tha t parallel execution t ime is guaranteed to be shorter or equal than 
sequential execution t ime. Clearly if the parallel execution requires more t ime than 
the sequential one, then the very aim of parallel computation would be defeated. 

Again we recall that , if the goals to be run in parallel share variables, then they 
will be renamed to eliminate such sharing before their parallel execution. Thus the 
efficiency comparison should be between that of the sequential execution of the goals 
and that of the parallel execution of their renamed versions, plus the execution of 
the back-binding goals. In fact, the execution of the back-binding goals themselves 
generally represents a small amount of work and arguably can be ignored at the 
granularity level of our comparisons: it can be considered one step at most since 
any sequence of back-bindings x\ = x[, • • -,xn = x'n can be encoded in a single 
unification t(x\, • • •, xn) = Hx1^, • • •, x'n) where t is any functor. However, other 
effects related to the renaming transformation and the back-binding goals have to 
be taken into account: sometimes the parallel execution of any set of (consecutive) 
goals which share variables (before the renaming transformation) could, although 
being correct, result in an increase of the work involved and/or of the execution 
t ime quite unrelated to the execution of the back-binding goals themselves. 

Consider the following example: 
:- p(x),q(x). 
p(a). 

q(b):- proc. 
where proc is very costly to execute. 
The renamed resolvent is: 
:- p(x), q(x'), x = x'. 
Both the sequential and the parallel execution fail. However, their efficiency is quite 
different. The sequential execution of p(x), q(x) executes p(x) returning {x/a}, and 
then fails in trying to match q(x){x/a), i.e. q(a), to any rule head. It thus never 
goes into the execution of proc. In contrast, the parallel execution executes in 
parallel p(x) and q(x') returning {x/a} and {x'/b} (but only after executing proc 
too), and then fails in the execution of the goal x = x'{x/a}{x'/&}, i.e. a = b. Thus 
the sequential execution is much more efBcient and, if the execution t ime of proc is 
large, the parallel execution could take much longer than the sequential one. 

The cause of the difference in efficiency in this example, and also in general, is 
tha t the execution of p(x) affects the execution of q(x) in the sequential framework, 
thus restricting the search space of q(x). As mentioned before, in our parallel 
framework parallel executions will not affect each other and thus the search space 
of q(x) is bigger. It could be argued that if a parallel goal is allowed to affect 



another by running both in the same environment (i.e. sharing the bindings being 
performed), this problem is eliminated. However, apart from the otherwise solvable 
complications regarding the definition of parallel composition of substitutions, this 
results in other problems. Consider the following example: 
:- p(x),q(x). 
p(a) : —fail. 
p(X). 

where no rewriting of the resolvent is performed. The sequential execution will 
succeed in three steps, q(b) being executed only once. On the other hand the binding 
of 2; to a done by p before failing may make q(b) fail creating either a wrong result or, 
at least, a complex backtracking in which q(b) has to be restarted after p backtracks 
over the binding of x to a. On the other hand, if the resolvent is renamed as in 
the proposed model, thus implementing the separation of environments, parallel 
execution will perform the same number of steps as the sequential execution. 

In previous examples the restriction of the search space of q(x) is due to the 
instantiation of a shared variable (i.e., x) by p(x). However, this is not the only 
way a search space can be restricted. In fact, aliasing of previously unaliased shared 
variables can achieve the same effect. Consider the following example: 
:- P{x,y),q{x),r(y). 
p{z,z). 
q(a). 

r(b):- proc. 
where again proc is very costly to execute. The sequential execution first executes 
p(x,y) returning {x/z,y/z}, then q(z) returning {z/a} and then fails in trying to 
match r(a). In contrast, the parallel execution executes in parallel p(x,y), q(x') 
and r(y'). Thus r(y') can match with r(b) and this leads to the execution of proc. 

It is worth noticing that in the two examples above where the renaming trans-
formation was performed the back-binding goals fail. Intuitively, this means that 
the sequential executions of the goals affected each other in some way, but, since 
the link between them, which is captured by the back-binding goals, is lost during 
their parallel executions, failure can only be detected at back-binding t ime. Thus, 
in order to ensure efñciency, we need to avoid such cases and this at least means 
ensuring that back-binding goals never fail. 

However, simply ensuring that the back-binding goals do not fail is not sufñcient. 
Consider the following program: 
:- p(x),q(x). 
p(a). 
q(b):- proc, fail. 

where again proc is very costly to execute. In this case the sequential execution 
first executes p(x) returning {x/a}, and then executes q(a) successfully. The par
allel execution, instead, executes p(x) and q(x') returning {x = a} for both, but 
executing all of proc before failing, and thus going to the second rule whose head 
unifies with q(x'). The cause in this case is again that the leftmost goal provides 
a binding that prunes the search space of the rightmost goal and the renaming 
transformation eliminates such pruning. 

One idea in order to avoid the inefficiencies created in all the cases above (and also 
the correctness problems pointed out in the previous section) is to only parallelize 



if the goal to the left simply does not affect in any way the goal to the right in the 
sequential execution. This certainly holds if the rightmost goal in the parallel case 
is identical (i.e. executes in the presence of the same substitution on its variables) 
to that of the sequential case, perhaps modulo renaming of some variables. This 
corresponds to the notion of "cali instantiation correctness" given by Winsborough 
and Waern [38]. In that case, the "shape" of the execution tree corresponding to 
the goal to the right will be preserved with respect to the sequential execution 
(although perhaps its nodes are slightly different due to, for example, the renaming 
of variables). The following results simply express this more formally. Let us denote 
by ti = t2 the fact that t\ and t2 are identical modulo variable renaming. 

Theorem 2.1 (preservation of sequential execution). Consider two goals g\ and g2 

and their renamed versions g'x and g'2 for 9, accordmg to the renaming transfor-
mation. Let 9\ be an answer substitution of g\9. Assume also that for any 9\, 
g'i99\ = gr2,6- Then we have that the search trees of g\9 and g'¿99\ have the same 
shape as those of g'x and g'2 respectively. 

P R O O F . By definition of the renaming transformation we have that all new variables 
introduced by the renaming are in g'2• Thus g\9 = g^. Therefore it is clear that 
the search tree of g\9 has the same shape as that of g[. On the other hand, if 
g29 = g'¿99\, by the properties of SLD resolution, it is obvious that the search 
tree of g2@@i will have also the same shape as that of g29. Since g29 = g'2 also 
holds, and following the same reasoning, the shape of the corresponding trees is 
also ident ica l . • 

Note that , as a corollary of the above theorem we can say that if the above con-
ditions are satisfied the t ime (number of steps) involved in the sequential execution 
of (gi, g2)9 is the same as that involved in the sequential execution of g^, g'2. 

The following result also holds if the conditions of Theorem 2.1 hold: 

Theorem 2.2 (success of back-bmdmgs). Consider two goals g\ and g2, their re
named versions g[ and g'2 for 9, , accordmg to the renaming transformation, 
and the set R of back-bmdmgs resultmg from the renaming transformation. Let 
9\ be any answer substitution from the execution of g\9. Then, if for any 9\, 
gri99\ = g29, then, when g^, g'2, R is executed, all the goals in R will succeed. 

P R O O F . The goals in R are of the form x¡ = x\ where the x¡ are distinct shared 
variables between g\9 and g29. Let us reason about the instantiation state of the 
Xi after the execution of g[ and g'2. First, it is clear that the execution of g'2 cannot 
affect the x¡ since those variables do not occur in g'2. Regarding g'x we have that 
g'x = g19. By hypothesis, for any 9\, g'¿99\ = g29 and, thus, g'¿99\ = g'2 (since g'2 

is itself a variant of g29). For this to be true, 9\ could rename the x¡ but it would 
have to leave them as distinct variables. Thus, we have that after the execution 
of g[ and g'2 the x¡ will be free and distinct variables and therefore, independently 
of the instantiations of the x[, all the back-binding goals will be simple variable 
bindings and trivially succeed. • 

Another idea in order to avoid the possible inefficiencies of parallel execution 
illustrated in this section is based on the observation that , if a goal is puré, and 
a step in its computation does not modify the state of a given variable, then an 
equivalent step would also be performed in another binding context which is other-
wise identical but in which that variable is further instantiated (note that this may 
not be the case for impure goals, in particular if they include calis to predicates in 



the class of "var /1") . As an example, consider the following resolvent: 
:- p(x),q(x,y). 
with current substitution 9 = {y/b} and the following program: 
p(a). 
q(x,b). 
q(x,c). 
It is clear that it is safe to execute both goals in the resolvent in parallel since the 
binding produced by p cannot affect the execution of the puré goal q (which does 
not "touch" x). Note that this also holds for the following definition of q: 
q(x,b). 
q(d,c). 
More formally: 

Theorem 2.3 (preservatíon of sequentíal execution m case of puré goals). Consider 
two goals g\ and g'¿ and their renamed versions g[ and g'2 for 9, according to the 
renammg transformation. Assume that g'¿ is a puré goal. Let W be the set of 
variables defined as W = {x £ vars(g20)\39i answer of gi6,3y £ vars(g29), s.t. 
{x,y}6i ^ {x,y})}. Assume also that for any partial answer ¡d of g'¿&, W is 
identical (modulo variable renammg) to W/d (W = W/d). Then we have that 
the search trees of g\9 and g'¿00i have the same shape as those of g[ and g'2 

respectively. 

P R O O F . By definition of the renaming transformation we have that all new variables 
introduced by the renaming are in g'2• Thus g\9 = g'i- Therefore it is clear that 
the search tree of g\9 has the same shape as that of g[. On the other hand, if g'¿ is 
a puré goal and there exists a set of variables V C vars(g20) such that , for any ¡d, 
V = V¡d, for any 9' such that domain(9') fl vars(g20) C V the shape of the trees 
of g'¿6 and g209' will be the same. In particular this is satisfied by any answer 9\ 
of g\9 since by definition domain(Oi) fl vars(g20) C W C V. Furthermore, the 
renaming r¡ such that g20r¡ = g'2 also satisfies the conditions. Thus, the shape of 
the trees of g20, g2&0\, and g'2 will be the same.ü 

The following result also holds if the conditions of Theorem 2.3 hold: 

Theorem 2.4 (success of back-bmdmgs in case of puré goals). Consider two goals g\ 
and g2, their renamed versions g'x and g'2 for 6, , according to the renaming trans
formation, and the set R of back-bmdmgs resultmg from the renaming transfor
mation. Assume that g2 is a puré goal. Let W be the set of variables defined as 
W = {x £ vars(g20)\39i answer of gi6,3y £ vars(g20), s.t.{x, y}9\ ^ {x,y})}. 
Assume also that for any partial answer ¡d of g20, W = W/d. Then, if g^, g'2, R 
is executed, all the goals in R will succeed. 

P R O O F . The goals in R are of the form x¡ = x\ where the x¡ are distinct shared 
variables between g\9 and ( ¡ ^ and x\ are variables in g'2. First, it is clear that the 
execution of g'2 cannot affect the x¡ since those variables do not occur in g'2. Also 
regarding g'x by definition of renaming transformation we have that g'x = g\9. By 
hypothesis, for set W of x\ affected by g'2, for any answer 9\ of g^, W9\ = W, 
and therefore x¡ = x\ will succeed. For the rest of the x\ variables which remain 
unbound and distinct after the execution of g'2, it is also clear that x¡ = x\ will also 
succeed. • 

It is easy to show by induction that the results above also hold for any number 
of goals. 



2.6. Parallel Efficiency 

The results of Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 allow us to compare the sequential execution 
of (<7i,<72)0 and the sequential execution oí g^g^ and see that they have the same 
shape and thus the same number of steps for corresponding paths of the search if 
the conditions of the theorems hold. However, clearly what we are really interested 
in comparing is the sequential execution of (g\, g2)9 with the parallel execution of 
g'i,g''2- In doing that the following result is instrumental: 

Theorem 2.5 (eqmvalence of succeeding branches). Consider two goals g\ and g2, 
and their renamed versions g'x and g'2 for 6, accordmg to the renammg trans
formaron. Assume these goals meet the conditions of Theorem 2.1 or Theorem 
2.3. Then, any non-failmg branch of the sequential execution tree of (g\, g2)9 
and the concatenation of the corresponding branches in the parallel execution of 
g'i,g2 have the same number of steps. 

P R O O F . By Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 any branch of the sequential execution tree of 
(é,i;é,2)0 and the concatenation of the corresponding ones of the sequential exe
cution of g'i,g2 have the same number of steps. Since g'i,g'2 have no variables in 
common, their executions cannot affect each other (note that we have ruled out 
side effects), except for their interaction through the failure rule, which is ruled out 
by hypothesis. Thus, two corresponding, non-failing branches of the sequential and 
parallel execution trees oí g^g^ when concatenated also have the same number of 
steps. • 

Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 also guarantee the equivalence of the sequential execution 
of (<7i,<72)0 and (g'i,g'2) for failing branches. However, while the failure rule of 
section 2.3 does guarantee that if failure occurs in the sequential execution, it will 
also occur in the parallel execution, it does not prevent it from happening at possibly 
different stages of unfolding of the parallel and sequential trees. As we will show, 
in these cases, both more and less steps can be performed than in the sequential 
execution, but the "no slowdown" property will still be preserved. 

In the following we will assume for simplicity an unbounded number of proces-
sors. If the number of processors is l imitedthen, provided a "left biased" scheduling 
strategy is used (i.e. one which guarantees that at least the leftmost goal in syntactic 
order is selected for execution), the results will still be bounded from above by those 
for the sequential execution and from below by those for the parallel execution with 
an unbounded number of processors. We will also assume an ideal situation where 
no overhead due to parallelism is incurred. Thus, the results obtained will only be 
applicable to a practical implementation to the extent that such parallelism over-
heads are sufficiently low in that implementation. However, achieving quite low 
overhead appears to be attainable in practice in most cases as demonstrated by 
systems such as &-Prolog/RAP-WAM [21, 18], and APEX [27]. 

Let us assume that the tree associated with g\9 and g'x (respectively g2@@i and g2) 
has mi (respectively m2) solutions, and that k\ (respectively k2) steps are executed 
between the (i — l ) th . and the ¿th solution (including intermediate backtrackings, 
i.e. the steps leading to intervening failures). The last of these costs (fe™ , k™ ) 
represent the t ime needed to detect that there are no more solutions for the goal. 
We also define k\ = Yl7=i ^i ( resPecTjively k2 = Yl7=i ^2)- Le-t. us also cali 
Ws (respectively Wp) the work involved in the sequential (respectively parallel) 
execution, and Ts (respectively Tp) the t ime of such execution. As mentioned 



before, there are at least two interesting conceptual models for how the gathering of 
alternatives is handled in parallel depending on whether recomputation is performed 
or not. We will derive expressions for Wp and Tp for both models. W" and T" will 
represent work and time in the model with no recomputation, i.e. where we assume 
that all the m\ and m2 branches are computed independently and then joined 
[26, 16]. Wp and 2T will represent work and time for the alternative approach of 
recomputing each of the m2 solutions of g'2 for each of the m\ solutions of g'x (as in 
the sequential model and in [21]). We will consider a number of cases. 

2.6.1. Case 1: Both goals have one or more answers. Let us first assume that 
both of the two goals have at least one answer. Then we have that 

W, = Y,T=\(k\ + k2) + kT1+1=k1 + m1k2 

Ts = Ws 

wp = h + k2 
Tp = max(ki,k2) 

w¡ = (k¡+ki) + j:f:2
+iki+j:Tj2(k\+k2)+kr+i 

= ET=\(k\ + k2) + kT1+1 = Ws 

T; = m^(klkl) + Y,T:21ki + ET=\(k\,k2) + kr+1 

< Y.T=i(k\ + k2) + K1+1=Ts 

It is straightforward to see that T™ < Ts in any case, since max(fci, k2) <k\-\-k2 < 
k\ + m\k2, since we have assumed m\ ^ 0. As for the comparison of Ws and W" 
it depends on the valué of m\. However, in the worst case (i.e., when m\ = 1), 
we have that W" = Ws, and thus in general W" < Ws. We have also shown that 
Wp = Ws and that TI" < Ts. Thus, if both goals have at least one solution, the 
t ime and work are always less or equal, both for the non-recomputation (as shown 
by [26]) and for the recomputation cases. 

2.6.2. Case 2: At least one goal finitely fails. Let us now consider the case in 
which at least one of the goals finitely fails, i.e. it has no answers, and this can 
be determined in finite t ime. We need to distinguish between case when g2 fails 
and that when g\ fails, since this makes a clear difference in the sequential execu-
tion. In the first case the sequential execution with the left-to-right selection rule 
entirely (and unnecessarily) executes g\ and then g2 until its failure. In contrast, 
the parallel execution runs g\ and g2 in parallel until the failure of g2, given the 
communication of failure among processors stipulated in the parallel framework 
[22], possibly executing a smaller part of g\. Thus, we have 

Ws = Ts = ki + mik2 

WT
p = Wp = k2 + mm{k1,k2) 

T; = Tp = k2 

In the second case -when g\ fails- the sequential execution following the left-to-
right selection rule starts backtracking immediately after the failure of g\, without 
executing g2 at all. In contrast, the parallel execution runs both goals until the 
failure of g\, thus (unnecessarily) executing part or all of g2. More precisely, we 
have 

Ws = Ts = Ai 
W; = Wp = fci + min(Ai,Á;2) 
T; = Tp = h 



Thus, in any of the two cases above we have Tp < Ts (of course the most fortúnate 
situation for the parallel execution is when g2 fails). Thus, the t ime is always less 
or equal, while the work may be more (up to twice as much). Therefore, the "no 
slowdown" property is preserved. However, it appears important to detect failing 
goals ahead of t ime in order to avoid wasted (speculative) work. This result shows 
that in general it will always be more desirable to run two goals in parallel when it 
is known that the leftmost one has at least one solution. 

2.6.3. Case 3: Infinitely failing goals. In case of infinite failure of the sequential 
execution, it is possible for the parallel execution to finitely fail. Thus the finite 
failure set of the parallel execution model could be larger than that of the sequential 
model. This could be rephrased by saying that the selection rule [28] used in parallel 
execution is "fairer" than the sequential one. As an example, let us consider the 
goal 

:- p(x),q(y). 
and the program 
p(x):- p(x). 
In this case, the sequential execution would infinitely fail in the execution of p(x), 
while the parallel execution would finitely fail due to the finite failure of q(y). 
Clearly, Wp < Ws and Tp < Ts hold for both modes. 

2.7. Efficient Parallel Execution 

Theorem 2.6 (efficient parallel execution). Consider two goals g\ and g2, their re-
named versions g'x and g'2 for a substitution 9, and the set R of back-binding 
goals generated during the renaming transformation. Let us also callTs the time 
for the sequential execution of (gi,g2)@ an(t Tp the parallel execution time for 
g'x and g'2. Assume also that either the conditions of Theorem 2.1 or those of 
Theorem 2.3 hold. Then we have that Tp <TS. 

P R O O F . Follows directly from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 or 2.3 and 2.4, Theorem 2.5, 
and the discussion in the previous sections comparing the parallel and sequential 
execution t ime .ü 

This result defines two classes of goals for which the "no slowdown" property 
can be ensured. Thus, we may conclude that a general pragmatic solution to solve 
the efficiency problems described in this section is to run in our parallel framework 
only those sets of goals that are in such classes. An immediate consequence of the 
conditions on the goals in such classes is tha t we can safely run in parallel goals that 
have no variables in common. Alternatively, two goals can also be run in parallel in 
the case in which only the second goal is allowed to instantiate any shared variables, 
or in the case in which, if the first goal instantiates any shared variables, then the 
second one is puré and it does not "touch" such variables. The first situation -
which corresponds to the traditional concept of independence referred to in the 
introduction [8, 11, 21]- will be called "strict independence", while the second one 
corresponds to the concept of "(generalized) non-strict independence" introduced 
in [20], as a formalization and generalization of the early ideas of [11, 36, 38]. In 
the following sections, we will discuss more formally the classes of strictly and non-
strictly independent goals and the properties of their parallel execution, and we 
will give some sufficient conditions, to be generated at compile t ime, whose success 
at run-time will guarantee that a collection of goals belongs to one of such classes. 



3. S T R I C T G O A L I N D E P E N D E N C E 

In this section we present the usual concept of independence of a set of goals, as 
introduced by [8, 11, 21], which, as mentioned before, and following [19], we will 
from now on refer to as "strict independence." We prove that if such a set is strictly 
independent, then the parallel execution of the goals in the set is both correct 
and efBcient. Finally, we show how to obtain a sufficient condition for the strict 
independence of a given set of goals. This is done first by considering the goals in 
isolation and then as part of a program. These results are of particular importance 
because they can be used for the generation at compile-time of sufficient conditions 
for strict independence which can be checked at run-time with low overhead. Thus, 
they represent a theoretical foundation for automatic parallelization tools. 

3.1. Strict Goal Independence: Definition and S'orne Properties 

Definition 3.1. [set of variables] Given any goal g, let us cali var(g) (respectively 
var(g)) the set of all the variables occurring in g. We also extend the definition 
to apply to terms, substitutions, etc. 

Definition 3.2. [strict goal independence] Two goals g\ and g'¿ are said to be 
strictly independent for a given substitution 6 iff var(<7i#) l~l var((/20) = 0. A 
collection of goals is said to be strictly independent for a given 6 iff they are 
pairwise strictly independent for 6. Also, a collection of goals is said to be strictly 
independent for a set of substitutions 0 iff they are strictly independent for any 
í £ 0 . Finally, a collection of goals is said to be simply strictly independent if 
they are strictly independent for the set of all possible substitutions. 

Note that the above definition considers the goals after applying the substitution 
6 to them. This means that g\ and g'¿ may have no variables in common but at the 
same time they may not be strictly independent for a given 6. This same definition 
of strict independence can also be applied to terms without any change. 

Example 3.1. Let us consider the two goals p(x) and q(y). Although they do 
not have any variable in common, they may not be strictly independent for 
some substitution. For example, given 6 = {x/y}, we have p(x)6 = p(y) and 
q(y)6 = q(y), so p(x) and q(y) are not strictly independent for this substitution, 
because p(x)6 and q(y)0 share the variable y. However, given 6 = {x/w, y/v}, we 
have p(x)6 = p(w) and q(y)0 = q(v), so p(x) and q(y) are strictly independent 
for the given 6 because p(w) and q(v) do not share any variable. Finally, the 
goals p(a) and q(b), where a and b are constants, are simply strictly independent 
(i.e., for any 9). 

Note that if a term (or a goal) is ground, then it is strictly independent from any 
other term (or goal) - its set of variables is empty, so the intersection of this set 
with any other set of variables will be empty. Also, note that strict independence 
is symmetric, but not transitive: let us consider for example the goals p(x), q(y), 
and r(z) and the substitution 6 = {x/f(w),y/a, z/g(w)}. It is easy to see that 



p(x) and q(y) are independent with respect to 9, as well as q(y) and r(z). However, 
p(x)9 = p(f(w)) and r(z)9 = r(g(w)) so these two goals are not strictly independent 
with respect to 9, because they share the variable w. 

3.2. Strict Goal Independence is Sufficient for a Corred and Efficient 
Parallelization 

Since strictly independent goals do not share variables, the renaming transiormation 
of the parallel execution framework has no effect and can be simply ignored. Thus, 
the goals and their renamed versions coincide. Le., following the same notation as 
in Section 2.2, g\9 = g'x and g29 = g'2• 

Theorem 3.1 (strict independence and corred parallelization). Consider a substitu-
tion 9 and two goals g\ and g2 which are strictly independent for 9. Let 9\ be 
any answer substitution for g\9, 92 any answer substitution for g299\, and thus 
9S = 6*6*16*2 the corresponding answer substitution for the sequential execution 
of(gi,g2)9. Also, let 9'2 be the corresponding answer substitution for g29, and 
9p = 99\9'2 the corresponding answer substitution for the parallel execution of 
g\9 and g29. Then 9S = 9p. 

P R O O F . we consider branches of the execution of g\ and g2 tha t result in success (for 
branches that result in failure the parallel and the sequential answers are trivially 
equivalent since they both fail). As argued before (Section 2.6) the corresponding 
branches in the parallel execution are also guaranteed to succeed and have the 
same number of steps. Regarding the resulting substitutions, by definition of strict 
independence var(gi9)C\var(g29) = 0, and in general domain(9i) C var(giff) U NV 
for any i, where NV includes new variables introduced by the renaming steps in 
the execution of g¡9 which, by definition of the parallel framework are distinct 
from all other variables. Therefore var(g29) fl domain(9i) = 0, which implies that 
g299\ = g29. Thus, independently of whether g2 is puré or not, since an identical 
goal is being executed, then we may conclude that 92 = 9'2 and thus that 9S = 9p.O 

Thus, we have proved that it is correct to execute in parallel strictly independent 
goals, i.e., tha t their parallel execution (in the framework described in Section 2) 
returns the same computed answer substitution as their sequential execution. Note 
that this holds both for puré and impure goals. We will now show that parallel 
execution of strictly independent goals is also efficient. 

Theorem 3.2 (strict independence and efficient parallelization). Consider two goals 
gi and g2 and a substitution theta for which they are strictly independent. Let 
us cali Ts the time for the sequential execution of (gi,g2)9, and Tp the time for 
their parallel execution. Then Tp <TS. 

P R O O F . It follows immediately from Theorem 2.6. In fact, if g\ and g2 are strictly 
independent for theta, then R is empty and there are no shared variables, so the 
condition of Theorem 2.1 (and thus that of Theorem 2.6) is trivially m e t . ü 

The results presented so far allow the parallel execution of any set of strictly 
independent goals in a resolvent while at worst preserving the efficiency of the 
sequential SLD resolution of this same resolvent. At the same time such results 
do not warrant the parallel execution of any set of goals which are not strictly 
independent. The implication is that such "dependent" goals should be executed 
using the usual left-to-right selection rule in order to maintain efficiency. Thus, the 



general rule is tha t for a given resolvent, any number of goals which are determined 
to be strictly independent can be started in parallel, but other goals cannot be 
started until the goals to their left on which they are dependent finish executing. 
However, we will show in a later section (Section 4) how the condition of strict 
independence can be relaxed to allow more goals to be executed in parallel. 

In addition to the issue of the size of the search space itself, other efBciency 
issues have to be considered in the parallel execution of a set of strictly independent 
goals. One of them concerns how a particular set of strictly independent goals in 
the given resolvent is selected to be run in parallel. As shown in [15], the maximal 
independent set problem is NP-complete. Infact , the choice of the maximal set (i.e. 
running in parallel all the strictly independent goals that appear in the resolvent at a 
given point during the execution) is not even always the best one, because applying 
maximal parallelization at a given step may reduce the parallelism available at a 
later step (this applies even to Datalog programs [14]). Another important issue is 
the cost of determining goal independence at run-time. In the following sections we 
will show how the impact of these issues can be minimized by compile-time analysis. 
In fact, if both goal selection and independence checking are done completely at 
compile-time (i.e. only goals which can be determined to be independent at compile-
time are run in parallel), then, using the results shown in this section, the parallel 
execution t ime can be guaranteed to be always shorter than (or in the worst case, 
equal to) the sequential one, since no additional t ime is spent in independence 
checking. 

3.3. A Corred Local Condition for Strict Goal Independence 

As mentioned before, checking the strict independence of a set of goals in the re
solvent at run-time is straightforward, since it is sufíicient to apply the definition. 
However, computing the set of variables for each goal and checking whether their 
intersection is empty could originate large amounts of run-time overhead. In gen
eral, given a collection of goals we would like to be able to genérate at compile-time 
an efBcient, sufíicient condition for their strict independence. We will refer to any 
such condition, which can in principie be any boolean function, as an "independence 
condition." We now formalize the notion of such a condition being "correct:" 

Definition 3.3. [correct independence condition w.r.t. strict independence] An in
dependence condition is said to be correct with respect to strict independence for 
a set of goals gi, . . . ,gn and for a set of substitutions 0 iff for any substitution 
0 E 0 it holds that if conditionO is true then gi, . . . ,gn are strictly independent 
for 6. 

One particularly useful way of defining such a condition by using combinations 
of predefined predicates is as follows: 

Definition 3Jt. [i_cond] An i_cond is a special type of independence condition such 
that it is either "true" or a conjunction of one or more of the following tests: 

• ground(x), 
• indep(x,y). 

where x and y can be goals, variables, or terms in general. 



To understand the semantics of an i_cond, note that : 

• ground(x) is t rae when x is ground and false otherwise, and 
• indep(x, y) is t rae when x and y do not share variables and false otherwise, 

i.e. indep(x,y) corresponds to a test for goal- and/or term independence 
as defined in Section 3.1. Note also that indep(x,x) is t rae if and only if 
ground(x) is. 

For syntactic convenience, we extend an i_cond to also contain literals of the 
form 

indep([(xi,yi), ..., (xm,ym)]) 

which is equivalent to 

indep(xi,yi), . . . ,indep(xm,ym) 

Example 3.2. 

• ground(x) is false for the substitutions 9\ = {x/f(y)}, 62 = {x/y}, and 
6*3 = {x/ f(g(í, y, 3))} but is t rae for all of 64 = {x / f(a)}, 65 = {x/a}, and 
(?6 = W / ( f l ( l , 2 , 3 ) ) } ; 

• indep(x, y) is false for the substitutions 9\ = {x/y}, 62 = {x / f(w), y/[l, 2, w]}, 
and 63 = {x/f(g(í, y, 3))} but is true for all of 64 = {x/f(w), y/[í,2,z]}, 
#5 = {x/f(a)}, and 66 = {x/f(y),y/a}; 

• ground([a, b, c]) is always true, while indep(f(x), g(y)) is true for 9\ = {x/a}, 
but not for 62 = {y/x}. 

Given the primitives introduced above, a variety of i_conds can be constructed. 
We will first treat the case in which goals to be run in parallel are considered in 
isolation, rather than as part of a program. This means that we have to give a 
condition without making any assumptions regarding the current substitution, i.e. 
we have to assume that any substitution might be applied to the goals: 

Definition 3.5. [local correctness of an independence condition w.r.t. strict inde-
pendence] An independence condition is said to be locally correct with respect 
to strict independence for a set of goals g\, . . ., gn iff it is a correct independence 
condition with respect to strict independence for the set of all substitutions. 

Clearly, the definition of independence is actually an i_cond, since it is the con-
junction of all indep(goa¡i, goalj) Mi,j,i ^ j , and is locally correct by definition. 
However, as mentioned before, we now propose conditions that involve less run-time 
overhead. 

Definition 3.6. [SVG,SVI] Given a collection of goals g\, . . ., gn, let us define two 
sets SVG and SVI as follows: 

• SVG = {v such that 3i,j, i 7̂  j with v G var(gi) and v G var(gj)}; 
• SV I = {(v,w) such that v (fi SVG and w (fi SVG and 3i,j,i < j with 

v G var(gi) and w G var(gj)}. 



Let us now consider a particular i_cond, tha t is 

ground(SVG) A indep(SV I) 

We will show that this i_cond is locally correct with respect to strict independence. 

Theorem 3.3. The i_cond 
ground(SVG) A indep(SV I) 

where SVG and SVI are computed on the collection of goals g\, . . .,gn, is locally 
correct with respect to strict independence for those goals. 

P R O O F . We will prove the theorem for n = 2. The extensión to a larger number 
of goals is straightforward and based on the same idea. We have to prove that , 
for any substitution 9, if both ground(SVG9) and indep(SV 19) are true, then 
var(g\9) fl var(g29) = 0. Now, suppose, by contradiction with what we want to 
prove, that there exists a variable v in var(g\9) fl var(g29). This variable v will 
occur in a term resulting from applying 9 either to some variable already shared 
by gi and g2, or to two different variables occurring in g\ and #2• In any case, a 
contradiction arises. 

• In the first case assume that v\ £ var(gi), v\ £ var(g2). Then v £ var(v\9) 
is in contradiction with ground(SVG9), since ground(SVG9) is true iff Vt> £ 
SVG, v9 is ground. 

• In the second case, suppose that v\ £ var(gi) and i>2 £ var(g2). Then 
v £ var(v\9) and v £ var(v29) where (i>i,i>2) £ SVI is in contradiction 
with indep(SVÍ), since indep(SVI) is true iff Vi>i,i>2 £ SVI,var(vi9) fl 
var(v29) = 0. 

This means that no variable can be in var(g\9) fl var(g29) and thus g\ and #2 
are strictly independent .ü 

In fact, it can also be easily shown that the above condition is also necessary for 
strict independence and thus equivalent to the definition. 

For efBciency reasons, we can improve the conditions further by grouping pairs 
in SVI which share a variable x, such as [x, y\), . . . ,{x, yn), by writing only one 
pair of the form [x, [j/i, . . ., yn])- By following on on this idea SVI can be defined 
in a more compact way as a set of pairs of sets as follows: SVI = {(V, W) such 
that 3i,j,i < j , with V = var(gi) — SVG and W = var(gj) — SVG}. In some 
implementations this "compacted" set of pairs may be less expensive to check than 
that generated by the previous definition of SVI. 

Example 3.3. The following table lists a series of sets of goals, their associated 
SVG and SVI sets, and a correct local i_cond with respect to strict indepen
dence: 

Goals 
p{x),q{y) 
p(x),q(x) 
p{x),q{y),r(y) 
p(x,y),q(x,y) 
p{x,y),q{y,z) 
P(x,y,z),q(x,w) 
p{y,z),q{w,k) 

SVG 

0 
\x} 

{y} 
{x,y} 

{y} 

M 
0 

SVI 

{(x,y)} 
0 
0 
0 

{(x,z)} 
{{w,{y,z})} 

{({y,z},{w,k})} 

i_cond 
indep([(x, y)]) 

ground(x) 
ground(y) 

ground([x, y]) 
ground(y), indep([(x, z)]) 

ground(x), indep([(w, [y, z])]) 
indep([([y,z],[w,k])]) 



As mentioned before, the main advantage in using ground(SVG) A indep(SV I) 
instead of the naive conjunction of indep(gi, gj) is tha t the former can be more 
efñciently checked. More precisely, let us consider a reasonably efñcient implemen-
tat ion of such checks and give an estimate of their cost: 

• for ground(x): traverse the entire structure of the term to which x is cur-
rently bound and check for the presence of any variable. Thus, the cost of 
such check is in this case proportional to the size (i.e. number of symbols) 
of a; (| a; |), i.e. 

— cost(ground(x)) < k \ x |, and 
— cost(ground(x)) = k \ x | iff x is ground 

(where k is some constant). 
• for indep(x, y): traverse the term to which x is currently bound and bind all 

the variables to a fixed new constant; then traverse the term to which y is 
bound and see if tha t constant appears there.1 Thus we have: 

— k | x | < cost(indep(x, y)) < k(\ x | + | y |), and 
— cost(indep(x, y)) = k(\ x | + | y |) iff x and y are independent, and 
— cost(indep(x, y)) = k(\ x |) iff x is ground. 

It is easy to see that in general a groundness check is less expensive than an in-
dependence check, thus a solution where some independence checks are replaced 
by groundness checks is obviously preferable. It is also straightiorward to show 
that the cost of an i_cond increases with the number of occurrences of variables in 
it. Thus, reducing the number of variable occurrences, as is done by the proposed 
i_cond, reduces cost. Finally, the number of variables in the i_cond generated can 
be used as a heuristic in compile-time estimation of test cost. 

Example S.Jt. 

• Consider the simple collection of two goals 

p(x,y),q(y,z). 

The naive i_cond would be indep(p(x, y), q(y, z)), whose cost is, as described 
above, R¿ (| x \ + | y \ + | y \ + | z |). In contrast, the i_cond tha t we would 
use is ground(y), indep(x, z), whose cost is R¿ (| y \ + | x \ + | z |). 

• Consider now the goals 

P(^,y,z),q(x). 

The cost of the naive i_cond (indep(p(x, y, z), q(x))) is R¿ (| x \ + | y \ + | z \ 
+ | x |), while the cost of ours (which is ground(x)) is only R¿ (| x |). 

Conditions for the local correctness of an i_cond with respect to strict indepen
dence were first proposed, to the best of our knowledge, in [21]. Those conditions 
are herein proved correct and enhanced by checking independence on a minimal set 
of pairs of variables (rather than on a list, which can result in unnecessary checks). 

Note that the variables bound in the process should be unbound afterwards. 



3-4- Application Example: Local Correctness of CGEs w.r.t. Strict In-
dependence 

The results presented in the previous sections apply in general to all parallel exe
cution models for logic programs which exploit Independent And Parallelism. As 
an example, in this section we will apply such results to a particular approach: 
independent/restricted and-parallelism. This approach combines compilation tech-
niques and parallel execution: it introduces parallelism in a given program by 
adding at compile t ime "graph expressions" to some clauses. The evaluation of 
such expressions results in parallel execution of sets of goals at run-time. The dis-
cussion will be presented in terms of the "RAP-WAM" model [21]. This model 
extends DeGroot 's seminal work on Restricted AND-Parallelism [11] by providing 
backward execution semantics, improved graph expressions (&-Prolog's "Condi
tional Graph Expressions" - C G E s - and other related constructs),2 and an efficient 
implementation model based on the Warren Abstract Machine (WAM) [33]. &-
Prolog, the source language in this model, is basically Prolog, with the addition of 
the parallel conjunction operator "&" and a set of parallelism-related builtins, which 
includes several types of groundness and independence checks, and synchronization 
primitives. Parallel conditional execution graphs (which cause the execution of 
goals in parallel if certain conditions are met) can be constructed by combining 
these elements with the normal Prolog constructs, such as "->" (if-then-else). For 
syntactic convenience (and historical reasons) an additional construct, the CGE, is 
also provided. We now study the correctness of CGEs. 

Definition 3. 7. [CGE] A CGE (Conditional Graph Expression) is a structure of 
the form 
( i_cond => goali & goah¿ & . . . & goaln ) 
where i_cond is an independence condition as defined previously, and each goali, 
i = 1, . . ., n, is either a literal or (recursively) a CGE. 

CGEs appear as literals in the bodies of clauses. From an operational (Prolog) 
point of view, a CGE can be viewed simply as syntactic sugar for the &-Prolog 
expression: 

( i_cond -> goali & goah¿ & . . . & goaln 

; goali , goal2 , . . . , goaln ) 

Therefore, the operational meaning of the CGE is 

1. check i_cond, 
2. if it succeeds execute the goali, [i = 1, . . . ,n) in parallel, else execute them 

sequentially. 

Since the goali, (i = l,...,n) can themselves be CGEs, CGEs can be nested in 
order to créate more complex execution graphs. 

2&-Prolog's constructs offer Prolog syntax —so that it is possible to view the annotation 
process as a rewriting of the original program— and permit conjunctíons of "checks," thus lifting 
limitations in the expressions proposed by DeGroot which prevented the use of the conjunctive 
i_conds presented in this paper. 



Definition 3.8. [local correctness of a CGE w.r.t. strict independence] A CGE 
( i_cond => goal\ & goal'¿ & . . . & goaln ) 
is said to be locally correct with respect to strict independence iff i_cond is a 
correct local condition for goal\, . . ., goaln with respect to strict independence. 

Le., a CGE is locally correct with respect to strict independence if for any sub-
stitution 9, it holds that if i_cond 9 succeeds then goal\, . . ., goaln are strictly in-
dependent for 9. It follows directly from the results presented so far that a correct 
CGE with respect to strict independence can only genérate correct and efñcient 
parallelism (not taking into account the t ime involved in the checks, as well as 
scheduling and communication overheads): 

Theorem S.Jt. A CGE of the form 
( ground(SVG), i n d e p ( 5 V I ) => goal\ & goal'¿ & . . . & goaln ) 
where SVG and SVI are computed on the collection of goals g\, . . .,gn, is locally 
correct with respect to strict independence for those goals. 

P R O O F . Follows immediately from Theorem 3.3 and Definition 3.8. • 
Note that when CGEs are used to encode strict independence then it is guaran-

teed that no shared variables will ever appear at run-time among goals to be run in 
parallel. Therefore the renaming transformation is not ever necessary (and is not 
implemented in practice) in such a system. 

The problem of automatically annotat ing a given program with &-Prolog con-
structs (such as CGEs), for which the results in this paper are fundamental, involves 
repeatedly selecting (grouping) a particular set of goals, generating a correct i_cond 
for their independence, and rewriting the program so that the selected goals are 
executed in parallel only if the i_cond succeeds. Heuristic measures can be used in 
the goal selection process, based on minimizing the overhead involved in the eval-
uation of i_cond, maximizing the probability of success of i_cond, and granularity 
considerations. Further discussion of these heuristics is outside the scope of this 
paper (see [12, 23, 36, 32] for more details). A system which automatically performs 
such an annotation process and which also uses global information as described in 
section 3.5, is described in [36, 31, 18]. Some locally correct CGEs with respect to 
strict independence are shown in the following example. 

Example 3.5. The following CGEs are locally correct with respect to strict inde
pendence: 

( t rue => p & q(Y) 
( indep(X,Y) => p(X) & q(Y) 
( ground(X) => p(X) & q(X) 
( ground([X,Y]) => p(X,Y) & q(X,Y) 
( ground(Y), indep(X,Z) => p(X,Y) & q(Y,Z) 
( ground(Y) => p(X) & q(Y) & r(Y) 
( g round(X) , indep( [Y ,Z] ,¥ ) => p(X,Y,Z) & q(X,¥) 



3.5. A Corred Global Condition for Strict Goal Independence 

In Section 3.3 we described a way to write a correct local condition for the strict 
independence of a given set of goals. We also proved that such a condition, obtained 
using only local information about the goals, is sufficient for the strict independence 
of the goals. However, if the goals in the set are not considered in isolation, but 
rather as coming from a clause, sometimes this condition may be too strong, i.e. it 
may be that simpler i_conds than those presented in Section 3.3 are sufficient for 
guaranteeing the strict independence of the goals considered, for the substitutions 
affecting all the resolvents which contain these goals in any branch of the proof in 
which the clause is involved. Performing clause-level analysis in order to gather 
information about such substitutions is common, for example, in current Prolog 
compilers. Furthermore, if the whole program in which the clause appears is also 
considered, even more information can be available at compile-time (at least in 
"abstract" form) regarding the substitutions affecting these goals in any proof which 
can be constructed with the given clause in the given program. This is, for example, 
the case if global analysis techniques, generally based on abstract interpretation [9], 
are applied to the program (e.g. see [10, 36, 29, 4, 31, 24]). 

In order to handle the availability of such information, we define now a new kind 
of correctness for an i_cond which is less strong than the previous one but it is 
still sufficient for the strict independence of the goals under such circumstances. 
To do that , we first have to introduce some other concepts related to abstract 
interpretation. This will be done in a rather informal way, since a more thorough 
introduction to this technique is beyond the scope of the paper. 

Given a logic program, during the proof of some goal its variables can be bound 
to any term of its first order language. This set of terms can be infinite, but an 
elegant way to represent it in a finite structure is by using an abstract domain, i.e. a 
finite set, each element of which is used to represent an entire class of actual ("con
crete") terms. 3 Elements from the abstract and concrete domain are often related 
by a "concretization" function y, which given an element of the abstract domain re-
turns the (possibly infinite) set of concrete elements that it represents. This switch 
from the Herbrand domain (i.e. the set of all concrete terms) to an abstract do
main is used to approximate substitutions with abstract substitutions. An abstract 
substitution then represents a possibly infinite set of concrete substitutions. 

Example 3.6. Consider the following abstract domain {free, any, ground} (where 
free represents the set of all free variables, ground the set of all ground terms, 
and any the set of all terms), and the abstract substitution 6a = {x/ free, y/ground}. 
This substitution represents the set of all concrete substitutions 6 £ j(0a) such 
that x is bound to a free variable and y is bound to a ground term. 

Defimtion 3.9. [entry mode or query form] An entry mode, or query form, E for 
a given program is a query such that its arguments are given in terms of an 
abstract domain. Its concretization, j(E) is the set of all queries obtained by 

Although a finite domain is mentioned in order to simplify the discussion note however that 
usefulness of the abstract interpretation technique is not necessarily limited to finite abstract 
domains. 



replacing the arguments of E with elements of their concretization. 

Thus, an entry mode may represent a possibly infinite set of queries for the given 
program. 

Example 3. 7. The query form p(ground, ground) represents all the possible queries 
of the form p(t\,t2) where t\ and t'¿ are ground terms. 

Definition 3.10. [global correctness of an i_cond w.r.t. strict independence] Let us 
consider a program P, a collection of goals g\, . . ., gn in the body of a clause of P 
and an entry mode E for P. Let us consider the resolution trees for any concrete 
query in j(E), and in those trees any node and the corresponding current sub-
stitution 6 such that g\, . . . ,gn appear leftmost in the resolvent corresponding 
to that node. Let us cali 0 the set of all such 9. An i_cond is said to be globally 
correct with respect to the strict independence of g\, . . ., gn iff it is a correct 
independence condition for 0 . 

In other words, we relax the local correctness of an i_cond with respect to strict 
independence by restricting our attention from the set of all the substitutions to the 
set of the substitutions that can really occur at the considered point of the program. 
In practice, rather than executing the program for the (possibly infinite) set of all 
queries represented by E, an interpretation of the program over the abstract domain 
is performed and an abstract substitution 0 „ is computed which "approximates" 
the set 0 , where by approximation we mean set inclusión, i.e. we require that 

T(Q«) 2 e. 
The following example shows that we are really relaxing the definition, because 

there exist some i_conds tha t are globally correct but not locally correct for strict 
independence, i.e. the set of locally correct i_conds is included in the set of globally 
correct i_conds. 

Example 3.8. Consider the program 
p(x):- q(x),r(x), s(x). 
q(a). 
Suppose that we want to parallelize the execution of r(x) and s(x) in the first 
clause. Following the approach of Section 3.3, we would consider the i_cond 
ground(x), which we already know to be locally correct. Let us now consider 
the query form p(any), which represents queries such as p(a) and p(x). The 0 
set for r(x),s(x) given this query form is {{* /a}} (and, in a possible abstract 
form {{x I ground}}), so it can be easily seen that the empty i_cond, which is 
not locally correct, is in contrast globally correct. 

As we did for local correctness, we now construct an i_cond tha t is globally 
correct with respect to strict independence: 

Definition 3.11. [SVGg,SVIg] Given a logic program P, a query mode, and a 
sequence of goals g\, . . . ,gn appearing in the body of some clause of P, we define 
the two sets SVGa and SVIa as follows: 



• SVGg = SVG - {x such that V0 G 0 x9 is ground.}; 
• SVIg = SVI — {(x, y) such that M9 G 0 a;# and ?/# are strictly independent}. 

where the set 0 is as in Definition 3.10, or a safe approximation (j(Qa)) of it. 

Note that the resulting set of pairs defining SVIg can also be compacted as 
described previously after defining SVI. Note also that since 0 represents the set of 
substitutions in all paths from a query form to the considered collection of goals, 
and since such a set may be infinite, the sets SVGg and SVIg may not be statically 
computable. On the other hand the techniques related to abstract interpretation 
mentioned above can be used to get an approximation of such sets in finite t ime. 

Theorem 3.5. Given a logic program P, a query mode, a sequence of goals gi, . . . ,gn 

appearing in the body of some clause of P, and the two sets SVGg and SVIg as 
defined m Definition 3.11, the i_cond 

(ground(SVGg), indep(SVIg)) 

is globally correct for the strict mdependence of these goals. 

P R O O F . By theorem 3.3 we have that (ground(SVG),indep(SVI)) is correct for 
that set of goals for all substitutions. By definition we have that (ground(SVG), 
indep(SV I)) = (ground(SVGg), ground(SVG—SVGg), indep(SV Ig), indep(SV I— 
SVIg)). In order to preserve correctness we have to makesure that if (ground(SV G), 
indep(SVT))9 is false then (ground(SVGg), indep(SV Ig))9, is also false for all sub
stitutions 6 G 0- Let us assume that this does not hold. This can only happen if 
either ground(SVG — SVGg)9 or indep(SVG — SVIg)9 evalúate to false for any 
9 G 0 , which would mean that there is at least one variable v in SVG —SVGg such 
that v9 is not ground or there is at least one pair of variables u, v in SVI — SVIg 

such that u9 and v9 are not independent. However, both those assumptions are 
in contradiction with the hypothesis regarding 0 . If an approximation j(Qa) of 0 
is used instead, we have by definition of approximation that j(Qa) 5 © a n d thus 
the hypothesis ensures that independence will hold for a larger set of substitutions 
than the actual ones that will occur and thus the condition is also globally correct. 
D 

Example 3.9. [application - global correctness of CGEs w.r.t. strict independence] 
The CGE in the following clause is globally correct with respect to strict inde
pendence, given 0 = {9\, 9'¿}, 9\ = {x/f(a), y/a, z/w}, 9'¿ = {x/b, y/b, z/a, w/b} 
(represented perhaps by {x/ground, y/ground, z/any, w/any}): 
s (X ,Y ,Z ,¥ ) : - ( indep(Z,¥) => p(X,Y,Z) & q(X,W) ) . 
Note that SVG = {x}, SVI = {(y, w), (z, w)}, SVGg = 0, and SVIg = {(z, w)}. 
Also, note that this same CGE is not locally correct with respect to strict inde
pendence. 

3.6. Existential Variables 

In this section we will treat the case of clauses in which existential variables (defined 
below) occur. This case turns out to be of practical importance. We will show 
that , by looking at such variables and using the definition of global correctness of 



i_conds, it is in some cases possible to predict the unconditional failure of an i_cond 
corresponding to a collection of goals contained in such clauses, and in others to 
simplify the i_cond. 

Definition 3.12. [existential variable] A variable x which appears in a clause C is 
an existential variable iff it doesn't appear in the head of C. 

Proposition 3.1. Consider a collection G of goals m the body of a given clause, 
and the set Vex of existential variables appearing in G. If any variable m Vex 

occurs m more than one goal ofG, and one of these occurrences is the leftmost 
occurrence of that variable m the clause body, then the goals m G are not strictly 
independent. 

P R O O F . since an existential variable does not appear in the head of the clause, it 
cannot be bound before its leftmost occurrence in any possible path. Therefore, the 
goals considered in the above proposition cannot be strictly independent because 
they share a var iab le . • 

Proposition 3.2. Consider a collection G of goals m the body of a given clause, 
and the set Vex of existential variables appearing m G. Consider also the set F 
of all the variables of Vex which appear only once m G and such that this one 
occurrence is their leftmost occurrence. Then the variables m F are (pairwise) 
strictly independent. 

P R O O F . consider two variables in F, say x and y. As above, since an existential 
variable cannot be bound before its leftmost occurrence for any possible path and 
for 9 current substitution in that path var(x6) = {x} and var(y6) = {y}, and thus 
var(x6) fl var(y6) = 0.G 

This means that the independence condition for each pair of these variables can 
be deleted from the (locally correct) i_cond. 

Except for cases such as those which will be treated in Section 4, the appearance 
of existential variables in a clause implies a "hard" data dependency between goals 
and it can be used as the primary heuristic in the goal selection (grouping) process 
mentioned in Section 3.4. 

Example 3.10. [application - existential variables and CGEs] The CGE in the 
following clause is globally correct with respect to strict independence: 
s(X,Y) : - ( ground(Y) => p(X,Y) & q(Y,Z) ) , t ( Y , Z ) . 
Note that the indep(x,z) check is not required. However, note that this CGE 
is not locally correct with respect to strict independence. Conversely note that 
the following CGE, although locally correct with respect to strict independence, 
can never succeed since p(x,y) and q(x,y) cannot be strictly independent: 
s(X) : - ( g round( [X ,Y] ) => p(X,Y) & q(X,Y) ) . 

3.7. Application Example: Generation of Dependency Graphs 

One way in which the dependencies between goals can be represented is in the form 
of a dependency graph [7, 23, 26, 27, 5, 32]. Informally, a dependency graph is a 
directed acyclic graph where each node represents a goal and each edge represents 



in some way the dependency between the connected goals. We will now show, using 
an example, how our approach subsumes such formalism and, therefore, tha t our 
results are sufficient for reasoning about its correctness. 

Consider the following clause: 
p(X,Y) : - q ( X ) , r ( Y , Z ) , g ( Z , X ) . 
As mentioned before our efficiency results assume that the literal precedence re-

lation given by the left-to-right selection rule, and that this precedence is preserved 
unless goals are determined to be independent. This precedence relation can be 
represented for the goals in the body of the clause above using a directed, acyclic 
graph as follows: 

Using the rules described in Section 3.3, we can associate with each edge which 
connects a pair of literals the sufficient condition for their strict independence, thus 
resulting in the following dependency graph: 

( q(x) ) 

indep(X, [Y,Z] ) / \ ground(X) 

(r(Y,Z)l Mg(Z,X)) 
\ . J ground(Z) \ ^ J 

indep(X,Y) 

Note that while unlabeled edges state an unconditional precedence, edges labeled 
by a condition mean that the precedence between the two connected goals holds 
only if the condition is not satisfied by the (current) substitution. 

In addition to the generation and proof of correctness of such graphs, our results 
from Sections 3.5 and 3.6 allow simplifications of the conditions. More concretely, 
in the clause under consideration Z is an existential variable with its first occurrence 
in r , thus ground(Z) can never be true, transforming the dependency between r 
and g into a hard one. Also, if we assume that it is known from global analysis that 
Y is always ground, then the edge from q to r can be eliminated since Z, having a 
first occurrence in r , is guaranteed to be free and thus independent from X, resulting 
in the following simplified graph: 



This graph allows the parallel execution of q and r . Also, g has to be executed 
after r , and also after q if X is not ground when q starts executing. Such graphs 
can be encoded for example using Lin and Kumar ' s "bit-vector" approach [27] or 
compiled as &-Prolog expressions [32], i.e., for our example: 

p(X,Y) : -
( ground(X) -> q(X) & ( r ( Y , Z ) , g(Z,X) ) 

; q(X) & r ( Y , Z ) , g(Z,X) 
) . 

Note that expressing more complex dependency graphs as &-Prolog expressions 
may require the use of &-Prolog's wait primitives [30]. 

4. N O N - S T R I C T G O A L I N D E P E N D E N C E 

As mentioned before, our goal is to use the proposed framework for parallel indepen-
dent execution, and to run in parallel as many goals as possible while maintaining 
correctness and efñciency with respect to the sequential execution. In the previous 
section we showed that strictly independent goals, i.e. goals which do not share any 
variable at run time, have these desirable properties. Here we will see how even 
some goals which do share variables can be run in parallel independently while 
being correct and efñcient. Such goals will be called "non-strictly" independent. A 
particular case of such "non-strict independence" was hinted at by DeGroot in the 
Sor"qsort" example given in [11]. The MA3 system, presented in [36], incorporated 
an early concept of non-strict independence in its parallelization rules. Finally, 
the concept of "cali instantiation correctness" was introduced by Winsborough and 
Waern in [38] which also allows a form of non-strict independence. Here, we follow 
the approach of [20] which generalizes these notions by proposing the concept of 
non-strict independence and then studying correctness and efñciency results for it, 
as well as proposing compile-time conditions. Furthermore, we propose a notion of 
non-strict independence which allows a slight relaxation of the conditions of [20]. 

4.1. Non-Strict Goal Independence: Definition 

Definition Jt.l. [v- and nv-binding] A binding x/t is called a v-binding if t is a 
variable, otherwise it is called an nv-binding. 



Definition Jt.2. [non-strict independence] Consider a collection of goals gi, . . . ,gn 

and a given substitution 9. Consider also the set of shared variables SH = {v \ 
3i,j, 1 < i,j < n,i ^ j , v £ (var(gi6)r\var(gj6))} and the set of goals containing 
each shared variable G(v) = {gi6 \ v £ var(giO), v £ SH}. Let #¿ be any answer 
substitution for giO. The given collection of goals is non-strictly independent for 
9 if the following conditions are satisfied: 

• Vi> £ 57 í , at most the rightmost g £ G{y), say <7j#, nv-binds v in any fy; 
• for any giO (except the rightmost) containing more than one variable of SH, 

say i>i, . . ., Vk, then v\9i, . . ., v^Oi are strictly independent. 

Intuitively, the first condition of the above definition requires that at most one 
goal further instantiates a shared variable. The choice of the rightmost goal (where 
that variable occurs) is not arbitrary. If the goal that nv-binds x is giO and there is 
another goal gj6, with j > i, tha t also contains x, then in the sequential execution 
with the usual left to right selection rule the execution of giO may restrict the 
search space of gj6, because #¿ may affect gj6. In the parallel execution, g¡9 will 
be executed as it is (without any further instantiation of x), therefore leading to a 
possibly greater number of steps. 

The second condition eliminates the possibility of creating aliases (of different 
shared variables) during the execution of one of the parallel goals which might affect 
goals to the right. In fact, an alias is also a restriction of the search space (to be 
avoided because of the reason discussed in the last paragraph) because it creates a 
dependence among different shared variables. 

Example Jt.l. Consider the collection of goals (r(x,z,x), s{x,w,z), p(x,y), q(y)) 
and an empty 9. Suppose that p(x, y) is the only goal that will nv-bind x, q(y) is 
the only one nv-binding y, and that no goal will nv-bind z. Furthermore, assume 
that after execution of r(x, y, x) x and y are strictly independent and that after 
the execution of s{x,w,z) x,w,z are strictly independent. Then, the original 
goals are non-strictly independent. 

The conditions of Definition 4.2 above have been devised in order to ensure 
correctness and efficiency in general. However, if purity of goals is taken into 
account these conditions can be relaxed. Furthermore, the strict independence 
condition for answer substitutions can also be relaxed slightly in any case. Based on 
these ideas we propose the following concept of generalized non-strict independence: 

Definition Jt.3. [generalized non-strict independence] Consider a collection of goals 
gi, . . .,gn and a given substitution 9. Consider also the set of shared variables 
SH = {v | 3i, j , 1 < i, j < n,i ^ j , v £ (var(giO) r\var(gj6))} and the set of goals 
containing each shared variable G(v) = {gi6 \ v £ var(gi6),v £ SH}. Let #¿ 
be any answer substitution for giO. The given collection of goals is non-strictly 
independent for 9 if the following conditions are satisfied: 

• Va;, y £ SH, 3 at most one g$ such that for any 9i we have that {x,y}9i ^ 

{x,y}; 
• Va;, y £ SH, if 3 g¡9 meeting the condition above, then ^gj9,j > i, such that 

{x, y}C\var(gj9) ^ 0, g¡ is a puré goal, and {x, y}9j = {x, y} for all 9j which 



are partial answers during the execution of gj6. 

Note that in the definition above the cases where x = y are not excluded. 
Intuitively, the first condition of the above definition requires that at most one 

goal modifies a shared variable or aliases a pair of variables. The second condition 
does not require that it be the rightmost goal containing the variables, but it does 
require that any goals to the right of the one modifying the variables be puré and do 
not "touch" such variables. This ensures that its search space could not have been 
pruned by any bindings made to those variables and therefore it is safe to run it in 
parallel, i.e. isolated from such bindings by the renaming transformation. Finally, 
note that , although left out in Definition 4.3 for simplicity, the notion could be 
generalized even further if "purity" is determined at the level of shared variables, 
rather than goals. 

Example Jt.2. Consider the collection of goals p(x, y), q(x, y) in the resolvent, 
where: 

p(a,y). 
q(x,b). 
then p(x, y), q(x, y) are (generalized) non-strictly independent. 

It is also interesting to notice that the conditions in Definitions 4.2 and 4.3 can be 
checked only through an analysis of the whole program and its possible executions, 
while the strict independence of a set of goals can always be checked by only looking 
at the goals and the current substitution. This will obviously be significant when 
we try to propose sufficient compile-time conditions for non-strict independence, 
since such conditions will necessarily have to involve global-level analysis. Thus, 
to use the same terminology as before, no "locally-correct" condition for non-strict 
independence will be proposed. 

Proposition Jt.l. If a collectton of goals is stnctly independent for a givcn 6, then 
it is also non-strictly independent for 9. 

P R O O F . In fact, the conditions in the definitions of non-strict independence are 
always satisfied for a collection of strictly independent goals, since strictly indepen
dent goals do not share any variable, and such conditions only need to be satisfied 
whenever shared variables are present. • 

4-2. Non-Strict Goal Independence is Sufficient for a Corred and Ef-
ficient Parallelization 

Since non-strictly independent goals may share variables, in general they will be 
renamed before their parallel execution, and then their renamed versions will be 
executed in parallel, followed by the execution of the back-binding goals. Thus, 
for correctness purposes, we need to compare (and prove the coincidence) of any 
answer substitution 6S generated by the sequential execution of the selected goals, 
and that , 6p, generated by the parallel execution of the renamed goals plus the 
sequential execution of the back-binding goals. We will do this for two goals. The 
generalization to n goals is straightforward. We will prove the result for the general 
case of Definition 4.3 in which the rightmost goal can be puré or impure, since, as 
shown in the following proposition it includes that of Definition 4.2. 



Proposition Jt.2. Non-stnct mdependence implies generaUzed non-stnct mdepen
dence. 

P R O O F . It follows trivially from the fact that the conditions of Definition 4.2 imply 
those of Definition 4.3: the first condition of Definition 4.2 effectively prevents 
more than one goal from nv-binding shared variables (it only allows the rightmost 
containing them to do so), and the second one prevents any aliasing, so any pair 
of shared variables will be unchanged, modulo variable renaming, except for those 
which appear in the rightmost goal containing them (which is clearly a single goal). 
Furthermore, since the only goal allowed to perform any changes to shared variables 
is the rightmost containing them the second condition is trivially met (there are no 
goals to the right of it containing those variables). • 

Theorem Jt.l (generaUzed non-stnct mdependence and correct paralleUzatíon). Consider 
two goals g\, g2 m a resolvent (g\, g2, 93, • • •, 9n) and a substitution 9. Let g\ and 
Q'i be (generaUzed) non-strictly mdependent for 6 (Definition Jt.S). Let g'x, g'2, R 
be the new collection of goals obtamed from the renaming transformation. Let 
9S be any answer substitution from the sequential execution of (g\, g2)9 and 9p 

the correspondmg answer substitution from the parallel execution of g'x and g'2, 
followed by R. Then, (g3, . . .,g„)0s = (g3, • • .,gn)0p. 

P R O O F . we study branches of the execution of g\ and g2 tha t result in success 
(for the others the parallel and the sequential are trivially equivalent since, as 
shown in Section 2.6, they both fail). The answers from the sequential execution 
°f Í9i,92,93, • • -,gn)0 and those from (g[, g2, R, g3, . . ., gn)6 are equivalent, since 
these two resolvents are equivalent, except for possible appearance of new infinite 
branches or different solutions in either g[ or g'2. By definition of the renaming 
transformation g\9 = g'x and thus their execution is identical. Thus, we only 
need to study g2. We first consider the case in which g2 is impure. Then by 
hypothesis for any x, y G SH we have that {x, y}9\ = {x, y} and thus g2@@i = g'2 
and the execution of g'2 is equivalent to that of gri99\ and thus the answers. On 
the other hand, if g2 is puré, then, although it is possible that for some x, y G SH 
{x,y}6i ^ {x,y}, by hypothesis {x,y}6i = {x,y} is met for any partial answer 
9i of g29. Thus, the execution of g29 and g2991 are equivalent and thus that of 
gri99\ and g'2. Finally, since from the point of view of answers the sequential and 
parallel executions of (g[, g2) must be equivalent given that they have no variables 
in common the conclusión holds. • 

Tha t is, it is correct to execute (generalized) non-strictly independent goals in 
parallel. The next theorem shows that it is also efficient. 

Theorem Jt.2 (generaUzed non-stnct mdependence and efficient paralleUzatíon). Consider 
two goals g\ and g2. Let us cali Ts the time for the sequential execution of gi 
and g2, and Tp the time for the parallel execution of g[ and g'2. Assume also 
that gi and g2 are (generaUzed) non-strictly mdependent (Definition Jt.S). Then 
Tp <TS. 

P R O O F . It follows directly from Theorem 2.6 since either g2 is puré and then the 
definition guarantees that the conditions of Theorem 2.1 hold (since g29 = g'2,99i) or 
g2 is impure, in which case the definition guarantees that the conditions of Theorem 
2.3 hold. ü 

Note that Tp is the t ime to execute in parallel g'x and g'2, to which we must add 
the t ime to execute the k back-binding goals. Note also that , since the conditions 



of Theorem 2.2 are satisfied, back-binding goals (if executed), always succeed and 
thus represent a single, deterministic step. In practice, for a given implementation, 
this t ime can often be considered insignificant. 

4-3. A Corred Global Condition for Non-Strict Independence 

Given a logic program P and a collection of goals gi, . . .,gn in the body of some 
clause of P, and assuming that some amount of global information about the bind-
ings occurring in P is available at compile-time, we would like to be able to write a 
condition (for example, an i_cond) on the variables in these goals that is sufñcient 
to guarantee their non-strict independence at run-time, i.e., a condition similar to 
that of Section 3.5 but applied to non-strict independence. However, it is important 
to note that whereas determining strict independence only requires knowledge of 9, 
non-strict independence requires information on the #¿ as well (and, in the case of 
considering purity of goals, on their partial answers), which cannot be obtained in 
general from an i_cond check previous to the parallel execution of the goals (short 
of actually running the goals themselves). This information can only be obtained 
from global analysis and, therefore, only a global independence condition can be 
generated for non-strict independence. Therefore, we only define global correctness 
of an i_cond with respect to non-strict independence. 

Definition 4-4- [global correctness of an i_cond w.r.t. non-strict independence] An 
Lcond is said to be globally correct with respect to non-strict independence for 
a set of goals gi, . . . ,gn in a program P and a set of substitutions 0 (defined as 
in Definition 3.10) iff, Vi? £ 0 , if i_cond0 is true, then gi, . . . ,gn are non-strictly 
independent for 9. 

Above, the set 0 is as defined in Definition 3.10. Also, in the following para-
graphs, SVI and SVG are as defined in Section 3.3, and SVGg and SVIg are as 
in Section 3.5. 

The main difficulty in generating a globally correct i_cond for non-strict inde
pendence comes again from the fact that the definition of non-strict independence 
is given in terms of variables in 9 and #¿, whereas during compilation, and unless an 
extremely sophisticated global analysis is available, we can only refer to variables 
in the program. Therefore, we would like to transíate the conditions in Definition 
4.2 into conditions involving the program variables. The nature of such conditions 
will of course be very closely tied to the power of the global analysis. 

As an example, we present conditions corresponding to a type of information 
which appears feasible to obtain with current abstract interpretation techniques: 
information about whether program variables will be v- or nv-bound at run-time, 
and about the possible sharing of variables among the terms to which such variables 
will be bound. Relatively conventional abstract analyzers can obtain the former 
kind of information. Recently, such techniques have been extended in order to 
accurately obtain the latter kind of information, as in [31, 24]. Given such global 
information, a set S can be constructed which contains all shared program variables 
which are known to be v-bound in all 9 in 0 , which are all v-bound by all 9i for 
all gi9 in which they appear, except at most the rightmost one, and which are 
independent in #¿ from other variables in S appearing in the same goal. Intuitively, 
these are program variables which are bound to run-time variables for which the 



conditions in the definition of non-strict independence hold, and thus the conditions 
will only have to ensure that the rest of variables are also safe. 

Given the set S, consider the set SD = S x S — {(x, x), x £ S} — {(x, y), 3<¡r¿, x £ 
var(gi), y £ var(gi)} (i.e., the set of pairs of variables of S tha t need to be checked 
for independence), the set of non-shared variables SI = {x such that x appears in 
at least one pair in SVIg}, and the set SSI of pairs of variables in S and SI which 
may be dependent, i.e., SSI = {(x, y) such that x £ S and y £ SI and they do not 
appear in the same goal}. 

Definition Jt.5. [SVGns, SVIns] Given a logic program P and a sequence of goals 
gi, . . ., gn in the body of some clause of P, we define two sets SVGns and SVIns 

as follows: 

. SVGns = SVGg - S; 
• SVIns = (SVIg USDU SSI) - SIP, 

where SIP is the set of pairs in (SVIg U SD U SSI) which are known to be 
strictly independent due to global analysis. 

In words, SVGns contains all SVGg except those variables meeting the non-
strict independence conditions. SVIns makes sure that , in addition to the normal 
pairs to be checked for strict independence (SV Ig), also variables in S are mutually 
independent and independent from those in the pairs in SVIg. The pairs that are 
known to be already independent (SIP) are, of course, excluded. 

Now we can consider this particular i_cond: 

ground(SVGns), indep(SV Ins). 

(which, again, can be compacted as shown when defining SVI). The following theo-
rem shows that this i_cond is sufficient for the non-strict independence of g\, . . ., gn. 

Theorem Jt.3. The i_cond 
(ground(SVGns), indep(SV Ins)), 

where SVGns and SVIns are computed on the collection of goals gi,...,gn o,s 
m Definition Jt.5 is globally correct with respect to non-strict independence for 
those goals. 

P R O O F . The definition of non-strict independence imposes conditions on the set 
of variables actually shared by the goals g\, . . . ,gn. These variables will appear in 
one or more of the terms to which the variables in the program are bound by the 
9 in 0 . Such program variables belong in principie to SVG U SI. Except for the 
program variables in S, all other variables in SVG are either known to be ground 
or checked for groundness and thus contain no variables. Therefore, variables can 
only appear in the terms to which the program variables in S and SI are bound. 
The success of the independence check on the pairs in SVIg assures that none 
of the variables in the terms to which the variables in SI are bound, is shared. 
Therefore, only the variables in the terms to which the variables in S are bound 
can be shared. By definition of the set S, these variables will not be aliased upon 
success of their corresponding goals (provided they weren't before) and they meet 
the binding conditions. However, these variables could not have been aliased before 



(either directly among themselves or indirectly through the variables in SI) because 
of the success of the checks for independence of the pairs in (SD U SSI).0 

Example Jt.3. Given the collection of goals p(f(x), g(y, z,l,m,n)), q(x,w, m,v), 
r(y, h(k, n, v)) and the global knowledge that m is ground in 0 , tha t w and z as 
well as / and k are independent in 0 , and that x, y meet the single, rightmost goal 
nv-binding and non-aliasing conditions, we have the sets: SVGg = {x,y,n,v}, 
S = {x,y}, SVIg = {(z,k),(l,w),(l,k),(w,k)}, SD = 0, SI = {z,w,k,l}, 
SSI = {(x,k),(y,w)}, SIP = {(w, z),(x,k)}. Thus, SVGns = {n,v}, and 
SVIns = {(w, k), (z, k), (l, w), (l, k), (y, w)}. 

Because of the rather conservative way in which it is given, the global condition 
for non-strict independence provided can only be considered as a first approxima-
tion of what is possible to achieve in terms of compile-time detection of this type of 
independence. Furthermore, we have not treated the issue of the run-time renaming 
transformation, which, unlike in strict independence, cannot be avoided in general 
for non-strictly independent goals. It would be desirable to perform this transfor
mation when possible at compile-time or, at least, to minimize the run-time work 
involved through compile-time analysis. As will be mentioned in the conclusions, 
these issues are left as future work. 

Example 4-4- [application - global correctness of CGEs w.r.t. non-strict indepen
dence] Given the following goals in a difference-list quick-sort program 
q s o r t ( S , , [ P I L s ] ) , q s o r t ( L , L s , R ) 
and the knowledge that S, L, and P are ground in 0 , tha t Ls in the first q s o r t 
goal is a leftmost occurrence (and therefore independent from all other variables), 
and that the first q s o r t cali does not nv-bind Ls, the following CGE is globally 
correct with respect to non-strict independence: 
( i n d e p ( S o r , R ) => q s o r t ( S , S o r , [ P I L s ] ) & q s o r t ( L , L s , R ) ) . 
Note that this is one of the cases hinted at above in which the actual renaming 
transformation can also be done at compile-time. Here Ls is known to be free 
before and after the execution of the first q s o r t cali. Thus the program vari
able Ls coincides with the run-time variable that has to be renamed. Therefore, 
the following CGE is a correct compile-time encoding of the run-time renaming 
transformation (which can then be avoided): 
( indep(Sor ,R) => q s o r t ( S , S o r , [ P I L s P ] ) & q s o r t ( L , L s , R ) ) , LsP=Ls. 

Note that the dependency graph approach (mentioned in Section 3.7) could 
benefit in a straightforward way from the introduction of the concept of non-strict 
independence. This would allow the parallel execution of many more goals. 

4-4- A Special Case of Non-Strict Independence: Negative Goals 

Because of the definition of negation in Prolog as negation by failure, we can easily 
see that no negative literal can ever nv-bind any variable or produce any alias. In 
fact, even when a negative goal succeeds, this means that the corresponding positive 
one failed, so that any bindings created by the positive one are undone. 

Let us now consider a collection of goals gi, . . . ,gn and let us suppose that some 
of the gi are positive and some negative. Because of the above consideration (that 



can be formally derived also by appropriate global analysis), the following facts 
hold: 

• if a shared variable x occurs only in negative goals or in at most one positive 
goal which is to the right of the negative ones, then the first condition of the 
definition of non-strict independence holds for x; 

• if g¿ is a negative goal then the second condition of the definition of non-strict 
independence holds for all the pairs of variables in this goal. 

The above discussion is given in terms of run-time variables. However, it is also 
possible to exploit the presence of negative goals at compile t ime, as the following 
corollary shows: 

Corollary Jt.l. Given a collection of ¡iteráis g\, . . ., gn-\, 9n in the body of a clause 
of a program, if'g¡ is a negative UteralMi = 1, . . ., n — 1, then they are non-strictly 
independent. 

P R O O F . Consider any substitution 6. Then, for any shared variable v, at most gn9 
nv-binds v. Consider then any pair (x,y) of shared variables which appear in the 
same gi9,i < n — 1. Then, since grf is negative, it will not nv-bind or alias them, 
so they will be strictly independent. Therefore, the two conditions for non-strict 
independence hold.ü 

Example Jt.5. Consider the following clause: 
p(x, y, z, v, w):- -<r(x, v), -<s(y, w), q(x, y),t(y, z). 
For the first three literals the corollary holds and thus they are non-strictly 
independent. If all four literals are considered, then, it is straightforward to 
show that even if no global information is available, by combining concepts and 
conditions from strict and non-strict independence a globally correct i_cond for 
these four goals is simply ground(y) , i n d e p ( x , z ) . 

Of course this discussion about negative literals assumes that the program has 
been written taking into account any problems that might occur when executing 
possibly non-ground negative goals. 

5. U S I N G S T R I C T A N D N O N - S T R I C T I N D E P E N D E N C E I N P R A C T I C E 

The concepts presented regarding strict and non-strict independence can be used 
in practice to obtain speedups with respect to the sequential execution. This has 
been shown for several benchmarks for example in [18]. As an example, in this 
section we present actual run-times from the result of parallelizing a medium-sized 
benchmark (boyer, a reduced versión of the Boyer-Moore theorem prover, writ
ten by Evan Tick) which has the advantage of allowing the exploitation of both 
strict- and non-strictly independence, although to different degrees. This bench
mark proves theorems in basically two steps: a rewriting step ("rewrite," which 
comprises most of the computation) and a tautology checking step ("prove"). Ta-
ble 1 gives execution times for the benchmark running on the unoptimized versión 
of the &-Prolog system [18], using 1-10 Sequent Balance processors, for the original, 
sequential program and for the cases in which the program has been parallelized 
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using either strict- or non-strict independence. The results for the whole bench-
mark are represented in speedup form in Figure 5.1. It can be observed that while 
only a small amount of speedup can be obtained by using strict independence, rea-
sonable speedups4 can be obtained using the non-strict independence notion. It is 
interesting to observe, as shown in Figure 5.2, tha t strict-independence is relatively 
successful at parallelizing the "prove" part of the algorithm. On the other hand 
it is unsuccessful at parallelizing the "rewrite" part , while non-strict independence 
parallelizes both. The fact that , as can be seen in Table 1, "rewrite" represents 
the bulk of the computation, explains why, despite parallelizing the "prove" part 
correctly, no significant speedup is observed for strict independence in the whole 
benchmark. However, this result should not be taken as far as to imply that strict 
independence is not in general useful in practice. It has the advantage of being 
easier to detect than non-strict independence and, in fact, and as shown for exam-
ple in [18], some programs can still be parallelized quite successfully using strict 
independence alone. 

6. C O N C L U S I O N S A N D F U T U R E W O R K 

Much work has been done and is currently in progress in the compilation and 
implementation of independent and-parallelism in its various forms. In this paper 
we have provided a theoretical justification for such efforts, more general definitions 

4 T h i s s p e e d u p c a n b e m a d e a r b i t r a r i l y l a rge by u s i n g a p p r o p r i a t e d a t a . In th i s case a t h e o r e m 

r e q u i r i n g a re la t ive ly sma l l p roof was u sed . 
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Nproc 

1 

2 

4 

8 

10 

seq 
6338 (6179 + 159) 

6339 (6179 + 160) 

6339 (6179 + 160) 

6339 (6179 + 160) 

6339 (6179 + 160) 

si 
6338 (6179 + 159) 

6269 (6179 + 90) 

6238 (6169 + 69) 

6228 (6169 + 59) 

6228 (6169 + 59) 

nsi 
8479 (8320 + 159) 

4479 (4389 + 90) 

2488 (2419 + 69) 

2029 (1970 + 59) 

1838 (1779 + 59) 

Table 1. Execution Time, boyer .p l ( rewri te + prove) on Sequent Balance: 1-10 Pro-

cessors, sequential vs. strict indep. vs. non-strict indep. 
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of independent and-parallelism which can extend their applicability, and a formal 
basis for the automatic exploitation of such kind of parallelism. 

We have introduced a parallel execution framework and used it to reason about 
the correctness and efBciency of running goals in a resolvent in parallel indepen-
dently. As a result of this we have identified two interesting classes of goals (one 
included in the other one) whose parallel execution is both correct and efñcient. 
Goals in such classes are called respectively strictly and non-strictly independent. 

More precisely, we have proved the correctness and efficiency of running in par
allel strictly independent goals, i.e., tha t the solutions obtained through parallel 
execution are the same as those produced by standard sequential SLD-resolution 
and that the execution t ime is reduced (or, in the worst case, it remains the same). 
We have then introduced the concept of non-strict independence and we have shown 
that the same results hold for non-strictly independent goals, thus expanding the 
applicability of the method. 

Most importantly, we also proposed different sets of efBcient conditions which 
can be constructed at compile-time and then used at run-time to check for strict 
and non-strict independence. These different conditions apply to the cases when 
the goals to be executed in parallel are considered in isolation and also when they 
are considered as part of a clause or of a program. In this latter case we have shown 
how to make use of whatever clause-level or program-level binding information is 
available. Simplifications of the above conditions have also been pointed out for the 
interesting cases of existential variables and negative goals. In particular, we have 
proved that negative goals are always non-strictly independent, and that goals which 
share an existential variable (and one of them contains its leftmost occurrence) are 
never strictly independent. Moreover, all the proposed independence conditions 
have been proved to be sufficient. 

The condition generation algorithms which we have presented can also be used 
in parallel execution methods that do not use run-time checks. In this case, it is 
sufficient to require that the generated compile-time condition be empty for each 
set of goals to be (unconditionally) executed in parallel. Furthermore, they can 
be used also for checking at compile- or run-time the correctness and efficiency of 
user-provided annotations. 

Because of its dependence on information to be obtained from global analysis, 
the exact nature of which is outside the scope of this paper, the compile-time 
conditions for non-strict independence given have been proposed only to serve as 
an example, and under quite simplistic assumptions regarding such information. 
This topic, which clearly needs to be developed further in view of the capabilities 
of particular analyzers, and the related one of determining when and how to perform 
the renaming transformation at compile-time, are proposed as future work. 

Another subject for future study is the extensión of the results of this paper to 
the constraint logic programming framework [25], which extends logic programming 
by replacing term equalities with constraints and the unification algorithm with any 
constraint solver. In fact, the "back-binding" goals and the conditions on them for 
ensuring correctness and efficiency also have a natural interpretation in terms of 
the constraint logic programming model as constraints that have to be satisfiable. 

Finally, the model used in this paper has considered the parallel execution of 
entire proof trees associated with goals, since this refiects the operation of a signifi-
cant class of models of and-parallel execution for non-deterministic logic languages. 
In other words, if two or more goals are found to be dependent, then their proof 



trees are explored one after the other (of course, parallelism is still allowed within 
the exploration of each one of the trees). However, we believe that the ideas and 
results presented in this paper are not inherently limited to this particular model 
and can be used in a quite straightforward manner also as a basis for reasoning 
about the correctness and efñciency of running in parallel parts of executions of 
goals smaller than a whole proof tree, down to a single resolution step. We will 
refer to these possibly smaller parts as "threads". Ultimately, all parallel execution 
is by nature independent at some level of granularity, and therefore much of what is 
conventionally referred to as "dependent and-parallelism" could also be considered 
as independent and-parallelism if the concept of independence is applied at the right 
level. The basis for the exploitation of the remaining dependent and-parallelism is 
the concept of determinism, which is with independence the other main principie 
governing parallel execution models because of its ability to also guarantee the "no 
slowdown" property. While the determinism principie allows safely running deter-
ministic threads in parallel independently of whether they are dependent or not, 
the independence principies allow safely running non-deterministic threads in par
allel, provided the independence conditions are met. Further exploration of these 
points of view is also proposed as future work. 
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